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Dan Hutson, of Murray, was named as the Outstanding Alumnus at the second an
nual meeting of the Purchase
Area Chapter, University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Alumni Association, held 
last night in Mayfield. From
left are Hutson, Mrs. Hutson, and Dan Hutson II. Ray 
Brownfield, also of Murray, was named as the Calloway County
`director of the organization at the meeting last night. Hutson will be eligible for the state 
award, to be cnosen from
the 15 district chapters throughout the state.
Stailf elicit() by David !Jill
Two Twirlers Win Awards
In National Competition
Two national championship trophies contest held on the campus of Notre Buffy and Kimberly combined to win
and titles were brought back to Murray Dame University at South Bend, Ind.
over the past weekend by Buffy Stokes Buffy, the reigning Kentucky State
and Kimberly Johnson. The titles were solo champion, won the 1976 National
won at the America's Youth On Parade Strutting title in her age division and
•
NATIONAL AWARD WINNERS—Kimberly Johnson, left, and Buffy Stokes
won national titles and trophies at the America's Youth on Parade Contest
held last week at Notre Dame University. Buffy won the national strutting
championship in her age division and she and Kimberly teamed up to win
the National Duet Championship. Artaaft Studio Photo
the National Duet Championship over a
field of 87 duets from around the world.
girls ,and boys from as far away as
Japan, Mexico and Canada par-
ticipated in the contest, which is
sponsored by the National Baton
Twirlkng Association each year in July.
-This spectacular event is not only a
contest but a place where twirlers,
parents and instructors from around
the world are united in friendship," a
spokesman said.
To climax the week-long contest of
champions, "the big show" is held on
Saturday evening. This year's event
featured Kenny Rogers, Rene' Simard
of Canada, the Bellamy Brothers and
Marianne Gordon of Hee-Haw fame.
Miss Stokes also won a medal for
placing in the top ten in the National
Hoop and Miss Johnson was presented
a medal for placing eighth in the
strutting.
These twirlers were representatives
of the Sandy Coleman Twirling
Academy of Murray and were escorted
to the week-long event by their in-
structor, Sandy Coleman.
Buffy is the nine-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Coleman and
Kimberly is the 15-year-old daughter of




WASHINGTON, D. C.—U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard today
announced Murray State University
has been awarded $11,200 by the Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration of the U. S. Department
of Juitice.
The, funds are awarded for the pur-
pose of making grants and loans to law
enforcement students attending par-
ticipating universities. The award
reflects the appropriation approved by
Congress and the President.
Death Of Jerry Litton And
Family Cast Pall On Election
By The Associated Press
Rep. Jerry Litton climbed into a
small plane in Chillicothe, Mo. for the
short flight to Kansas City, hoping to
celebrate his nomination to the U.S.
Senate with his wife and two children.,
The votes were still being counted
Tuesday evening when the plane
crashed 20 minutes later, killing the
Litton, his wife, Sharon, and their two
children, Linda, 13, and Scott, 12. The
pilot and the pilot's son also died.
Early today, the votes were counted,
Cloudy and Warmer
Partly cloudy and a little warmer
Thursday with a chance of thun-
dershowers. Highs in the mid to upper
80s. Chance of thundershowers Friday.
Rain chances are 30 per cent Thursday.
giving Litton, 39, the Democratic
nomination to the Senate.
The selection of a candidate now rests
with the Missouri Democratic Central
Committee.
Litton's death cast a pall over a day
in which there were primary elections
in four states.
In Michigan, Rep. Donald Riegle, a
liberal who bowed the Republican party
three years (go in what he said was
dismay over President Nixon, won the
Democratic nomination for the Senate.
He had trailed in the polls behind
Michigan Secretary of State Richard
Austin, who was striving to become the
first elected black Democratic senator.
Riegle will face Marvin Esch, a
Republican congressmen who easily
won his party's nomination.
Litton defeated Rep. James
Symington and former Gov. Warren
Heames for the seat that is being
vacated by Symington's father, Seri.
Stuart Symington, who is retiring at 75.
Missouri voters also defeated a
controversial proposal to allow limited
aid for private schools.
In Idaho, Rep. George Hansen, who
had been fined $2,000 by a federal judge
last year for failing to report campaign
law violations, easily won renomination
over two other Republicans. State Sen.
Stan Kress, 32, a school superintendent
and termer, won the Democratic
nomination to Hansen's seat.
In Kansas, Republicans chose Ross
Freeman, a Topeka lawyer, to oppose
Democratic Rep. Martha Keyes in
November. The veteran Joe Skubitz.
the only Republican congressman with
opposition, was renominated easily.
Sidewalk Sale Scheduled
In Murray This Weekend
Murray's gigantic City-Wide
Sidewalk Sale will be held Fridayjind
Saturday, August 6th, and 7th. Tagged
the biggest sidewalk sale in Kentucky,
this event will include sales from
almost all shopping centers and the
downtcwn center. This year, shopping
centers participating will be Bel-Air
Center, Central Center, Dixieland
'Center, Northside Center, Olympic
Center and almost 100 per cent of the
gores in the downtown area.
Murray's Sidewalk Sale is unique in
the fact that it is truly citywide and the
fact that participating merchants offer
the merchandise at give-a wity.prices, "
a spokesman said. Meiiiise of
every type will be piled high on the
sidewalk and the streets. In addition
most merchants have sales going on
inside the store. In case of rain, the
merchandise is returned4o the store,
and then returned to the sidewalk as
soon as the rain stops. Murray has
never had a complete rainout.
The annual Sidewalk Sale has taken
on the flavor of a giant homecoming,
with friends returning to Murray for a
day of bargain hunting and reunions.
Store clerks and shoppers are inclined
to wear about anything they want for
the event.
The Chamber of Commerce has
estimated that 0,000 people will be in
Murray for the two-day shopping spree.
Stores will be open during their
normal schedule.
Attempts To Identify Mysterious
Legionnaire's Disease Continues
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP)
Researchers say they don't know when
they will be able to identify the mystery
"legionnaire's disease" that has
claimed 21 lives in Pennsylvania and
sent more than 140 people to the




Dr. Hugh Noffstnger, Coordinator of
Graduate Studies in the Murray State
University College of Human
Development and Learning, has been
named as one of ten leadership award
winners at the state conference of the
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators.
Dr. Noffsinger was named to the
honor during the three-day conference
of the association which concluded
iNiesday. He was named to the award in
the university and state department
personnel category. The award was
presented by Kentucky Governor
Julian Carroll.
Noffsinger has served as a high
school principal in Kentucky and as a
school superintendent in Indiana prior
to his current position.
He is active in the West Kentucky
Association of School Administrators.
According to Henry Resch, Warren
County High School principal, and
president of the state association,
"Noffsinger is well thought of by all
persons in area public schools because
of his sincere attitude to school ad-
ministrators and helpfulness to young
school leaders of Kentucky."
There were no signs the Outbreak was
abating, and officials planned a
statewide check of Pennsylvania
hospitals today for a more accurate
picture. of the situtation.
"The disease has not leveled off,"
state Health Secretary Leonard Bach-
man said Tuesday. "Apparently both
the number of deaths and the number of
new cases Erve increased and are in-
creasing."
More than 1,000 federal and state
medical researchers have been
mobilized to identify the disease. At the
federal Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta, researchers planned today to
examine the first cultures grown from
tissue samples taken from victims of
the illness.
The cultures could provide a clue.
-We are ruling out nothing," said Dr.
Walter Dowdle, director of virology at
the center. "This could be anything
from an infectious disease to a toxin."
All of the known victims of the
disease — including two hospitalized in
New Jersey and one in New York ---
attended or were in some way con-
nected with a state American Legion
convention in Philadelphia that ended
11 days ago.
It was earlier reported a Connecticut
man also had the disease, but Con-
necticut health officials later said he
TODAY'S INDEX
Two Sections Today




Let's Stay Well 16
Sports 8,9, 10
Comics 6  18
Crossword 6
Classifieds;. s 18, 19
Deaths & Funerals 12
Sales Slow Here On
Personalized Plates
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris says offers from the state on
personalized license plates are getting
little response in the local area.
September 1 is the deadline for ap-
plications for the personalized license
tags. Harris has the applications, which
may be sent to the state for the special
tags.
Cost of the tags is $26, in addition to
the, regular $12.50 cost for normal
license plates.
Any combination of up to six numbers
or letters may be requested. by in-




does not hive It.
The 21st victim, James Sykiss,79, of
Pittsburgh, died early today at
Presbyterian Hospital in Pittsburgh.
Hospital officials said he had attended
the convention and showed the same




Several changes are planned in
the Central Shopping Center, ac-
cording to officials here.
Kroger plans to build a new 28,000
square foot 'Nt_tier store," to be
located at the north end of the
shopping center. Gambles Hard-
ware also plans to build a new store
between the new Kroger facility and
the Clue Theatre.
Roth's Department Store, of
Paducah. plans to move into the
building now occupied by Kroger.
No official announcement has
been made on the dates for begin-
ning construction, and final plans
have not been completed by the




Company has announced that its
wholly-owned subsidiary. The F. H.
Lawson Company, based in Cincinnati,
Ohio, reached agreement with Local
Lodge No. 1089, International
Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers.
The labor agreement became ef-
fective July 26, 1976, and 'expires on
August 15, 1977.. The agreement covers
approximately 315 factory workers,
and was ratified on August 1. '1976.
Lawson's principal products are
metal waste containers and bathroom
medicine cabinets.
Tappan is a diversified manufacturer
of products used in "Serving the Heart
of the Home", including microwave
ovens, major kitchen appliances,
unitary heating and air conditioni
equipment and kitchen cabinets.
_
...•41r1
ONE INURED — A Graves County woman was injured in an auto accident Tuesday at the Graves-Calloway Coun-
ty line on Highway 121 North, according to Kentucky State Police. Hazel Rose. Route Seven. Mayfield, was treated
and released at the Mayfield Community Hospital for injuries sustained in the accident. The second car involved in
the accident was driven by Thomas Knowland of Mayfield. Stall Photo by David HA
, •




The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Omicrom Alpha
Chapter, Woodmen of the
World, met at the home of
Loretta Jobs Tuesday, July 27
at 6:00 p. m. for a salad
supper.
Eleven members answered
Vie roll call. The minutes were
_read and the treasurers report
was given. Correspondence in
form of a thank you note was
read from Diana Lyons.
Glenda Smith reported on
the progress of the Scrapbook
Committee. A work night was
set up for Aug. 9 at 7:00 p. m.
at Diana Lyons' home.
Jean Richerson, Jeanie
Lamb, Diana Lyons, Loretta
Jobs, Ernestine Garland,
Glenda Smith, Cynthia Hart
and Clayton Garland plan to
go to Mammoth Cave National
Park with the Rangerettes
and Rangers.
A report was made on the
project for Western State
Hospital with a decision being
made to have one more month
for each member to bring
their items to be taken to the
haspital.
Family night for the
Woodmen of the World will be
August 26 at 6:30 p. m. Diana
_Lyons and Jean Richerson will
make name tags.
Special thanks go to Kim
Baker, Lynn Richerson,
Rhonda Garland and Tammy
Hutson for their help at the
little Miss Pageant.
A dinner meeting will be
held August 16 at 6:00 p.m. to
work oli the program to be
given at Family Night.
Discussion was held on
plans for the Rangerette
Pageant to be held September
26 at the Woodmen Hall. This
pageant is for Rangerettes
ages 8-15. Bettye Baker is
chairperson for this event with
Glenda Smith, Donna
Garland, Diana Lyons and
Ann Spann to work on rules for
the judges to follow.
Cynthia Hart adjoured the
meeting. The door prize was
won by Jeanie Lamb. One
guest, Sherry Hughes, was
present.
Members present were Ann
Spann, Cynthia Hart, Donna
Garland, Glenda Smith,
Loretta Jobs, Jeanie Lamb,
Diana Lyons, Jean Richerson,
Dinah Westerman, Bettye






The Golden Age Club will
meet Friday, August 6, at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church. A potluck
luncheon will be served at
twelve noon.
An election of officers will
be held and all members are
urged to attend, a club
spokesman said.
In charge of the
arrangements will be Norman
Klapp, Roger Burgoyne,
Thelma Parker, Rose
Burgoyne, and Flora Ford.
Herbs that are easy to grow
on a kitchen window include
dill, chives, garlic, parsley,
shallots and watercress.
Thru 8/19
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Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women areacheduled to meet
at seven p.m.
Mission organizations of
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at sey,en
p.m. at Gleason Hall. For




Seniors of 1976 may get their
annuals at the school, rear
entrance, from four to seven
p.m.
Thursday, August 5
Ellis Center will be open
,from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens.
Thursday, August 5
Youth Choir from First
Southern Baptist Church of
Hutchinson, Kansas, will
present a special music
program at First Baptist
Church, Murray, at seven
p.m. Fellowship supper will be
at six p.m.
Calloway County High
Annuals for 1976 may be
picked up at the school, rear





Melissa Anne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Johnston of Alin° Route One
for their baby girl, weighing
six pounds fourteen ounces,
born on Friday, July 30, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Richard
Lamar, age seven. The father
is employed as a pipe fitter at
Fort Campbell.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Jahnston -of
Dexter and Marvin Bell of
Ecorse, Mich. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Jessie
Puckett of Houston, Texas.
KNIGHT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy
Knight, 2Q33 Maynard, Falls
Church, Va., announce the
birth of a baby boy, Justin
Matthew, weighing eight
pounds seven ounces, born on
Tuesday, July 27, at Walter
Reed,. Army Medical Center,
Washhigton, D. C.
The father is an attorney
the General Counsel's Office
of the Securities and
Exchange Commission in D.
C. The mother is a former high
school math teacher in
McLean, Va.
They have another son,
Sammy Steven, age 6k-2, and a
daughter, Sheila Michelle, age
four.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Knight
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cowin,
all of Murray, are the gran-
dparents, and Gillis Knight of
Mayfield is a great grand-
father.
The oldest sport known to
man is archery.
Thursday, August 5
Murray Country Club will
hold its Tennis Mixed Doubles
Club Championship at six p.m.
Band rehearsal for
Calloway County High School
will be at seven p.m. at the
school band room.
Murray Women of die
Moose will Jneet at etght p.m.
at the lodge ball.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the public library.
Friday, Augusta
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at twelve
noon.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. for North
Central Center and downtown,
and at 12:30 p.m. for Bel Air




The Murray Ledger &
Times is published every
afternoon except Sundays,
July 4, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and
Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid
at Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
In areas served by carriers,
$2.25 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in
Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn.. $15.00
per year. By mail to other







Sunshower music group will
present a program at Piney
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes, at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, August 6
Tennis Mixed Doubles Club
Championship at Murray
Country Club will be at six
Twilight Golf and Victory
Party will be at 6:45 p.m. at
the Murray Country Club with




Homemakers Club will have a
family picnic at the Murray-
Calloway Park at six p.m.
Murray High School Class of
1921 and friends and
associates will have a reunion
at the Colonial House
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Men singing "Heart of My Heart" at the special bicentennial program presented by
the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens group and Golden Age Club at the Ellis Com-
munity Center were, left to right, Roger Burgoyne, Joe Gertzen, Larry Wheeler, Bryan
Tolley, and 0. C. Mclemore.
Shirley Werts shows the decorated cake in the form of
an American Flag served following the bicentennial
program of the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Group






By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: There is a divorcee in my husband's office
who has a small child and lots of problems. I really blew toy
stack when Paul told me that he lent her $1,500 so she could
have (are you ready for this?) silicone implants to increase
the size of her breasts!
This girl told Paul that a psychologist told her that her
feelings of insecurity stemmed from the fact that she had
always been flat ...hestet!, and the silicone implants would
make her feel more womanly and self-confident.
Abby, I don't want to appear unreasonable, but I can't
see where the size of this girl's breasts are anything my
husband should be concerned with. What are your thoughts
on the subject?
SHORT FUSE IN LONGVIEW
DEAR SHORT: At least your husband made a clean
breast of his uplifting generosity. Ask him what the terms
of the loan were—ALL of them.
DEAR ABBY: A year ago I married a childless widower.
He had been happily married for over 20 years until his first
wife died five years ago. I was a widow with grown children.
Everyone told me how lucky I was to get him because he
was very well-to-do.
He is a good husband, but I feel like a substitute for his
first wife. He still carries her picture in his wallet instead of
mine, and on my birthday and at Christmas he presents me
with a piece of her jewelry. I feel uncomfortable wearing her
things in the presence of those who remember seeing them
on her.
I have made a very nice home for him, but I almost feel as
though I am working for my room and board—and bedroom
privileges. I'm not a mercenary, but I long for some identity
of my own.
I've always kept the memory of my first husband from
intruding intosthis marriage. Why do I feel like an intruder
myself?
NUMBER TWO
DEAR NUMBER TWO: BeCAUSC you don't have the
courage to tell him that (a) it hurts you that he carries his
deceased wife's picture in his wallet instead of yours, and (b)
you don't enjoy hand-me-down jewelry.
DEAR ABBY: Although my wife is reasonable most of
the time, she refuses to acknowledge that it is her duty to
hop out of bed first in the morning and get the coffee going.
We have a double bed and established routines make it
impractical for us to arise simultaneously.
I hope you will admonish my spouse for her unwifely and
stubborn non-action.
VICTIM OF FEMALE CHAUVINIST
DEAR VIC: You rattled the wrong cage. By whose
decree is it your wife's duty to hop out of bed first? I think
you should compromise and alternate.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 9000
Enclose stamped, self-addressed. envelope, please.
Miss Vicky Lee
Miss Vicky Lee But-
terworth, August 14th bride-
elect of Jerry White, was
honored with a personal
shower held Tuesday, July 27,
at the Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
Hostesses for the event were
Miss Leah Vance, Miss Susan
White, Miss Sandy Fart-is, and
Mrs. LaRhea Stewart.
For the event the honoree
Women taking part in the reckation of We Are Happy To Be Americans" in the
school scene of the bicentennial program presented at the Ellis Community Center by
. the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Group and Golden Age Club included left to
right, Marcella Wheeler, Mabel Tolley and Mary lamb.
Butterworth Is Honored With Personal Shower
wore a yellow a-line skirt with
matching vest and multi-
colored print blouse. She was
presented a corsage of daisies
by the hostesses.
Mrs. Inez Butterworth,
mother of the bride-tIlect, and
Mrs. Linda White, mother of
the groom-elect, were both
presented corsages of daisies.
Miss Kathy Butterworth,
sister of the bride-elect,
presided at the guest register
table which was overlaid with
a white lace cover and a
yellow daisy centerpiece.
Games were played with
Miss Sandy Bibb, Miss Norita_
Cassity, and Mrs. Marketia
Cain being the winners who
presented their prizes to the
bride-elect.
Punch, cake, mints, and
nuts were served from a
beautifully appointed table
overlaid with a yellow Irish
linen cloth and centered with
an arrangement of yellow
daisies flanked by yellow
candles.
The honoree opened her
many lovely And beautiful
gifts. She was assisted by the
hostesses who presented her









Baby Girl Lofton (mother
Tina 1, Rt. 8, Benton, Baby Boy
Seavers (mother Linda!, Rt.
1-Box 32, Muiray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia C. Jackson
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Symsonia, Mrs. Virginia C.
Crouse, Rt, 1, Murray, Mrs.
Audelle Bynum, Rt. 1,
Murray, Anthony Black, Irvan
Cobb Rd., Murray, Charles E
Cathey, Rt. 2-Box 76, Murray,
Mrs. Geneva A. Butler, Rt. 1 -
Box 19-A, Dexter, Miss
Brenda Huie, 205 Wilson St.,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Sally M
Rogers, Rt. 1-Box 104, Alm°,
A. J. Payne, Cedar Heights
Tr. Cts., Louisville, Raymond
Ingram, 206 Woodlawrl,
Murray, George M. Rieman,
Rt. 6-Box 58-B4, Murray, Mrs.
Kotter, 802 Catherine
St., tslittropolis, Ill., Robert P.
Hornsby, 813 Olive, Murray,
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Foldaway portable for use anywhere. Holds

















SELECT LATEX A GAL
REDWOOD STAIN
e-als and colors in one
coat. Helps wood resist
weathering, warping.
Resists fumes, alkali, blister-
ing, fading. Low-sheen finish
hides irregularities. Fast








Prevents rust on metal








Gleaming stainless steel is three ways better -for brewing
coffee. First, it doesn't absorb bitter oils. Second, it
cleans up thoroughly and eabily. Third, it heats water
fast. Features twist-lock lid, flavor control and signal













Rugged plastic resists weo
ther, impact. Molded hat ,
dles, tight fitting lid. 7200
$1 4995
G.E. 19" DIAGONAL
BLACK '& WHITE TV
100% solid state chassis. This attractive portable
features pre-set VHF fine tuning, click in UHF and






Provides full 3600 illumina-
tion, variable bulb setting.

















Jumbo 12" Tuf -White Skillet
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
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Krey Sliced Vac Pack
BACON  lb. $1 49
Chicken








Teepie ityienie  




CATSUP'' 38 oz. 994
Del Monte Leaf
SPINACH 15 oz. 29'
Del Monte Tomato
JUICE  59'46 oz.
Van Camp - 8 oz.





COFFEE 1 lb 8°9 $1 79
with coupon

























OLEO 1 lb. 29'
Planters Twin Pack Potato












PIZZA ROLL b oz. 49











4 oz 3/s1 00 GRAPES
JohnIons Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 8-18-76




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Last year, Kentucky hired an
out-of-state consulting firm to
chart a course for Its
beleaguered corrections
system.
Now a member of the firm
will carry out some of his own
recommendations in his new
job as commissioner of the
state Bureau of Corrections.
Gov. Julian Carroll
announced Tuesday that the
new commissioner is David
Bland. He was sworn in by
Kentucky Supreme Court
Justice Pleas Jones in the
governor's office.
Bland, 37, of Raleigh, N.C.,
has worked for the past two
and one-half years for
Carkhuff Associates, Inc., the
Massachusetts-based con-
sultinq firm that drew up a
"master plan" for Kentucky
prisons.
Bland said he plans "major
changes" in the corrections
system, including a "major
depopulation" of the Kentucky
State Penitentiary near
Eddyville and an increase in
correctional industries 90
inmates may keep busier in




to comment on the past ad-
ministration of the Bureau of
Corrections.
Bland replaces Charles J.
Holmes, who resigned at
Carroll" s request May 7
following a four-year tenure
marked by persistent
criticism and investigations of
the corrections system.
Investigations in the past
few years have included
probes by a state legislative
Correctional Facilities
Review Committee and an in-
house Bureau of Corrections
investigation on drug control




Prisons, which issued . its
report in May, concluded that
there were drug problems,
Prices of Pock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows.
Heublein Inc.. - ,,j1•72
Kaufman & Bra • r. imc
Ponderosa *OM 9% unc
Kimberly Clark 42.39 +%
Union Carbide 113.311 ++/4
W. R. Grace 27% +%
Texaco 27% -4-'4
General Else II Nor
Gat Corp. VA. nee
Georgia Pacific  V% +%
Pfizer 211,
Jim Waken 31% -1/4
Kirsch 14% +%
Dianey 31% +Ali
Franklin Mint 33% +1%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today ftrnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co are as follows
Industrial Avg +51
Airco 
Amer. Motors 4% -%
Ashland Oil V% +%
39 +%
Ford 37% -%
Gen. Motors le% +%
Gen. Tire V% +%
Goodrich ii  II% we
Gulf ou TP, one
Penmen 34% -44










Wendell H. Ford, 0-Ky., has
aged a Senate committee to
reject the nomination of
Thomas Longshore to the
Tennessee Valley Authority
board of directors.
Ford said Tuesday in a
letter to Sen. Jennings Ran-
dolph, D-W.Va., chairman of
the Senate Public Works
Committee, that he had
delayed making a decision on
the nomination until the
committee had completed a
review and public hearings.
Ford said he had "con-
cluded that Longshore's lack
of experience with public
power and his long association
with private utilities is
philosophically incompatible
with the goals and purposes of
TVA."
Longshore has been an
official of the Alabama Power
Co.
A vacancy on the TVA board
has existed since May 1975.
Ford said, however, "a desire
for expediency to fill the job
must not take precedence over
our responsibility to insure
maxinflim responsiveness by
the TVA board to the public
deaths for which it was
"especially difficult if not
impossible" to determine the
causes, abuses involving
prison industries, and other
problems at the state
penitentiary.
Penitentiary Supt. Henry
Cowan was forced to resign
after the commission issued
its report.
Justice Secretary John L.
Smith, named by Carroll as
acting corrections com-
missioner, said at the time
that he and his "task force
management team" would
"make the Kentucky
corrections system a model
for the nation."
He announced a plan for
improving the system, saying
the plan was based on the
Carkhuff report issued in
January.
And while he had previously
predicted that it would be
October before a new
corrections commissioner was
named, Smith said Tuesday
that "the restructuring of the
bureau has gone faster and
more effectively than we
anticipated.
-With Dr. Bland's action-
oriented philosophy of
progressive corrections, we
felt he was the right man for
the job and that the time was
now right to ask the governor
for his appointment," Smith
said.
The governor agreed. "He is
the man responsible for many
of the new directions the




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') —
An importer of jackets here is
appealing a federal judge's
ruling ordering the seizure of
35,000 men's and boy's
lightweight jackets.
Webster Sportswear, the
importer, is appealing the
decision of U. S. District Court
Judge Charles M. Allen. Allen
said the jacket linings don't
meet federal minimum
standards for flanunability
and should be destroyed.
The U. S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission filed the
complaint over the jackets.
Allen issued hiS ruling at the •
direction of the 6th U. S.




WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) -
A demonstration by the wives
of some Winchester policemen
outside the courthouse here
has ended, authorities report.
The women ended the
demonstration after Police
Chief Billy Claypool explained
that the city has a meeting
planned Thursday to discuss
the grievances raised by
policemen, as well as mem-




nesday, claiming that Win-
chester police officers were




LEWISPORT, Ky. AP) —
More than 70 striking em-
ployes at the Lewisport plant
of the Martin-Marietta
aluminum company were
dispersed after the company
obtained a temporary order
limiting the number of
pickets.
Neither the company nor the
local of the United
Steelworkers Union has of-
fered any explanation for the




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Louisville
Board of Trustees has af-
firmed its endorsement of
President James G. Miller.
In a special meeting
Tuesday, the trustees
unanimously approved
Miller's dismissal of Dr. Alan
Johnson as dean of the U of L
Graduate School last week.
The trustees officially
voiced their confidence tit


























100% cotton jeans are super
with sweaters and shirts for
Fall.
Lovely top with lace
trim and colorful smok-
ing. 65% polyester and
35% cotton.
Autumn favorites! 100%
brushed cotton jeans in as-







C. KNIT TOP. 
322
SIZE 2-4' 533
D. OVERALLS . .
Cute 100% cotton group features
tough prewashed jeans and bib
overalls with contrast stitching.
Matching "You Puzzle Me" shirt







cotton jeans at special
lots a/Ices, Super looks in
-TtySrnp str.tte Inelst-ettters
front tuck, bradawl 46,8,1t
anis *ince' Dockets, braid-
ed belt or pructies all over,
S.Z•S S to 13.
Cushioned arch and innersole with non-
slip sole. Sizes to 10,
2 FOR 500
REG. 3.99
Rugged canvas uppers, full sponge in-
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News lit Brief
From Washington
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Although the o
fficial start of his
campaign is a month away, Jimmy Carter
 emerged from his
Georgia farm to make a slashing atta
ck against President
Ford, criticizing Ford's leadersh
ip and labeling the
Republicans, "a party of backwardnes
s." Carter also
predicted the Republicans soon will launch
 "vicious personal
attacks" against him. The Democratic 
presidential nominee
Was in Washington today to confer with 
Democratic National
Committee officials.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Government re
gulators are going
ba.scrutinize the auto industry's econom
ic structure in what
may be the first skirmish in an antitru
st battle against the
U.S. auto giants, General Motors, Ford a
nd Chrysler. The
Federal Trade Commission announced
 Tuesday that it is
proceeding with a full-scale probe that its s
taff called for last
November. The investigation itself is e
xpected to be time-
consuming, and if the government final
ly decides to file
antitrust charges, a court battie is cert
ain to stretch on. for
years.
WASHINGTON (AP) — While medica
l scientists puzzle
over the mysterious deaths in Pennsy
lvania, Congress is
moving ahead with a previously sta
lled federal insurance
plan, that is expected to clear the way 
for the government's
swine-flu vaccination program. "We h
ope to get this bill
passed before the Republican Nationa
l Convention," said
Rep. Paul Rogers, D-Fla., after h
is House health sub-
committee approved a measure T
uesday to make the
government responsible for paying any
 damages caused by
the flu shots.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The CIA used
 federal narcotics
agents to administer experimental 
drugs to unwitting in-
formants and criminal suspects in a
 program aimed at
finding chemicals that could alter 
human behavior, ac-
cording to newly declassified go
vernment documents.
According to the documents, the tech
nical services division
of the CIA contracted with officials of
 what was then known
as the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics to 
have mind-influencing
drugs testecron unwitting subjects.
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Senate wa
nts the federal
government to pay you up to $225 to improv
e the insulation in
your home. Under an amendment app
roved by the Senate on
Tuesday night, the government would p
ay 30 per cent of the
first 8750 in costs for buying and insta
lling insulation, storm
windows and doors, caulking and weathe
rstripping. The plan
Is one of several amendments to an 
omnibus tax bill. A
separate provision would let 'some ho
meowners cut their
taxes by up to $1,000 by installing a heat 
pump.
Across The Nation
LOS ANGELES AP) — William and Emily Ha
rris are
reported confident, and defense attorneys say
 they are
"encouraged that it's taking this much time
" to reach a
verdict in the Harrises' trial on kidnaping, ro
bbery and
assault charges. "The longer the jury's out th
e more en-
couraged we are," chief defense attorney Leonard
 Weinglass




nt security inged this
small farming community today f
or court appearances by
three young men accused in the 
abduction of 26 school
children and their bus driver. Made
ra County Sheriff Ed
Bates said deputies would be posted on
 rooftops along the two
blocks of main street. Outside help w
as available, and the
entire 12.-man Chowchilla Police D
epartment was on duty.
The precautions were taken for the a
rraignment of Frederick
N. Woods and James Schoenfeld, both 
24, at Chowchilla's tiny
Justice Court. Schoenfeld's brothe
r, Richard, 22, who
pleaded innocent last week, planned to
 argue for reduction of
his $1 million bail.
LOVELAND, Colo. IP) ine flood-ravaged
 Big
Thompson Canyon "looks like a capric
ious god danced amok
in the place" Gov. Richard Lamm sai
d after seeing the area
where nearly 100 persons died. "There
 is movernent. The
people are coming back. The healing 
process has begun."
Lamm flew by helicopter over the
 once majestically
beautiful vacation area Tuesday an
d said while the
devastation was great, the scene was mo
re encouraging than
it had been the morning after the rain-
spawned flooding.
PASADENA, Calif. ( AP ) — A balky ro
bot arm on the
Viking 1 lender1as jammed for the sec
ond time, thwarting
scientists' efforts to make an organic
 analysis of the highly
active Martian soil that could deter
mine if it holds life. A
decision on how to get the arm moving
 again was expected
today.
Around-The World
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Efforts to ev
acuate more
wounded from the Tal Zaatar camp and an armis
tice to end
the 16-month-old Lebanese civil war bogged do
wn today. An
International Red Cross convoy to the besiege
d Palestinian
refugee camp in Christian east Beirut was delay
ed leaving
the Moslem sector. Security sources said Red Cro
ss delegate
Jean Hoefliger and Arab League mediator Has
san Sabri
Fholi were having trouble getting the Christians t
o renew the
temporary cease-fire which enabled them t
o remove 91
casualties from Tal Zaatar Tuesday.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Thou
sands of
students and other young blacks demonstrated in
 the Soweto
township today and tried to stop workers com
muting to
Johannesburg. The -crowds stoned buses, an
d students
carrying placards disrupted traffic in the segreg
ated ghetto
eight miles south of Johannesburg in which mo
re than a
million blacks live. The new outbreak app
eared to be
triggered by the arrest of several student lead
ers including
Hlaku Rachidi, national president of the Bl
ack People's
Convention. Police sealed off Sowetu, and r
ailway officials
announced all trains into the township were canc
eled.
KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP) — The Sudanese gov
ernment
executed 81 men early today for taking part in t
he abortive
attempt to overthrow President Jaafar el-Nu
mairi last
month, the official Omdurman Radio announc
ed. The
broadcast said 16 other persons were sentence
d to prison
terms ranging from 10 years to life. Brig. Moha
mmed Nur
Saad, the alleged leader of the rebellion, and 230 o
thers were
also tried last week by two special military trib
unals. They
are awaiting sentencing.
ROME (AP) — Premier Giulio Andreotti t
akes his
minority government's program to Parliament t
oday amid
indications that the Communist party will absta
in on the vote
of confidence and let the new cabinet survive. The
 57-year-old
Christian Democratic premier kept most of
 his program
secret. But he was expected to promise a vigo
rous crack-
down on tax evasion and an overhaul of the vas
t government
bureaucracy. The Conununis:3 urged both refo
rms.












































































































(3 lbs. or More) (..
Armour Star Beef
Chuck Steak lb 79'
Armour Star Beef









Si 29 • ‘'S
lb I
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Folger's
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Folger's -
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Nabisco
COUPON












Limit 1 Per Family
knoss Deluxe
COUPON 8
Limit 1 Per Family v.,
Seven Sens ,.!'t












Expires 8-10-76 Expires 8-10-76 Expires 8-10-76 Expires 
8- 10-76 Explies
Expires 8-10-76
Goal Only At Stort0 •.
Good Ooly Al Stogy's Good Ooly Al Stony's
8-10-76 Expires 8-10-76
GoW Oolt Al itiott(i 6oW 0*, At Storeys kid Os
h Al Stogy's L...441_1_ A. h.—..)
Good Oily Al Slottris
.11.1.1ma
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Storey's and Compare!




















































By The Piece lb
Effn
79'






Good Oalt At Stattl's
COUPON











n Limit 1 with $7.50 Add. Pur. Excluding




Baby Food 4 oz 14'
Ivory Liquid 22 oz 74`
iii




Peas 16 01. 4/99`
Bush

































































FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Press
Association is considering
Legal action to force school
boards to disclose teachers'
salaries in financial
statements.
The -possibility has been
raised by executive director
Jesse Shaffer after a second
adverse opinion on the matter
by the attorney general's
office. Such opinions have no
force of law,
The latest opinion reiterates
that school boards do not have
to list individual teacher
salaries or names, but merely
the lump sum paid for
teachers.
After the first opinion
several weeks ago, KPA
members were notified in a
memorandum that "it looks as
though a suit for a declaratory
judgment against a school
board may be in order."
Contacted Tuesday, Shaffer
said only that "we will be
deciding this weeid what we're
going to
The dispute ceniers around
a new amendment in the
statute which does away with
the requirement for
publication of annual in-
dividual pay scales.
The attorney general's FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
office said, that just the lump The state Public Service
sum must be diseloiernow, :e0MMi3elien has -aPProvad a-
while the KPA contends that gas rate increase 16i- ."
the teachers receiving the Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
money also must be identified. A PSC official said the rate
Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles increase will mean an average
Runyan said in his new annual per customer rate
opinion that the legislative increase of about $7.35.
intent is clear, and added that The increase became ef-
newspapers have the option to fective last Sunday and was
publish individual salaries as caused by a similar increase
a news item, instead of as a Paid by LG&E to its supplier,
paid adverti.sernent. Texas Gas Transmission
-The practical result. . . is Corp., a PSC spokesman said.
that the newspaper. . . will get
„
However, as we said in the




office also told Ohio County
Atty. A. V. Conway that a
recent U.S. Supreme Court
decision has no effect on the
requirement that Kentucky
muricipalities and counties
must pay overtime to em-
ployes -.working more than 441
hours.
The ruling said Congress
could not tell states what
ininimum wages to pay.
The attorney .general's
office advised state librarian
Charles Hinds that the new
open records law has no effect
on the confidentiality of taped
interviews by the state's oral
history Commission.
"We believe that the tapes
covered by (any ) agreement
may be exempted from public
inspection," it said.
In a related opinion, it said
personal mental health
records kept a public
agency also areiempt from
the Open Records Act. ' •
The advice went to Hubert
Griffin Jr., counsel for the
state kuman resouzes
department.
paid for publishing the lump FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
sum statement. . .but not for ,The Kentucky Registry of
the factual list of individual Election Finance will move its
salaries - by name of offices from Louisville to
recipient," he said. Frankfort Aug. 16.
"This financial or economic Registry chairman Stanley
delicacy, which undoubtedly Chauvin said Tuesday, "We
was in the legislative mind, is felt we should be near the seat
now viewed favorably by the of government, near the
school boards but apparently people we deal with most."
is looked Upon with disfavor The office originally was
by the newSpapers. — located-in Louisville because
"And this is understandable at that time both Democratic
in terms of publication costs of and Republican state
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A total of 30 youngsters
participated in junior golf







ikon's Auto Repair 29 15
Smith's Poultry 27 17
Joe Smith's DLSCO unt Carpet 25 19
Omen Food Mkt 25 19
Corvette lanes
Team 43 M",
Alien-Thompson Chrysler 19 25
Key Used Cars 19 25
Dixie Cream Donut Shop 18 X
Paradise Kennels 15'h X4
High Teanntiame taCY - -  - ,
Don's Auto Repaar 641
Joe Smith's Duman Carpet 50
Dixie Cream Donut Shop 5541
High Team Game fliCt
Don's Auto Repair
Key Used Cars
Joe Smith's Discount Carpet
Kish Team Series HC
Den's Auto Renew 2129
Joe Smith's Discount Carpet 2166
Key Used Cars 2150
High Team Semen I SC I
Don's Auto Repair 1675
Smith's Poultry 1529
Jae Smith's Discount Carpet 1575
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. PORTS., _
Oaks Club Holds Junior
Golf Program Monday
Participating were Lisa
Clees, Mitzi Boggess, Missy







Morgan, Amy Ryan, Denecia
Story, Tina Shelton, Barry
Bogard, Ben Bogard, Rusty
Bogard, Mark Boggess, Justin
Crouse, Chuck McCuiston,
David McCuiston, Tripp Nix,
David Ryan, Cary Story,
Jason Sammons, Todd Swain
--and slay War cnn 
Winners for the girls were:
Shelby Morgan, five and
812 under; Mitzi Boggess, six and
767 seven; Vicki Edwards, eight
766 and nine; Denecia Story, 10
and 11; and Lisa Clees, 12 and
13. All the girls played three
holes.
Boys' winners were: Cary
Story, five and under; Ben
Bogard, six and seven; Jay201
187 Watson, eight and nine; Mark
165 Boggess, 10 and 11; David
Ryan, 12 and 13; and Chuck
McCuiston, 14 and 15. Boys
ages 10 and over played nine
holes.
Junior golf at the Oaks is
held each Monday at 5p. m.
Youngsters may sign up in
the pro shop for a 50 cent fee.
Winners in each age group
receive a prize. Any young
golfer may play, with the age
limit being 16 and under.
Later this month, the Oaks
will hold its junior club
tourney.
WON'T DEFEND TITLE—Rex Fraley of aorksville won't be
back to defend his title in fhe Murray Shrine Club Invitational
Golf Tournament this weekend. His daughter is flying in from
Europe. He had won the crown for two of the past three years.
DRUG TOLERANCE
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
The word tolerance when !applied to drugs is not
particularly a good thing. F or, it can mean that over a
period of time our body has become adjusted to a
medicine and the drug will no longer achieve the
desired effect it once did.
This tolerance effect can apply to many types of
common use drug products- la Wives, cough .
preparations, skin treatment creams and ointments
With prescription medicines the tolerance effect can
be even wore serious. We will always caution you
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Bird Seed Pays Off As Yanks Beat 'Bird'
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Mark Fidrych is usually the
main attraction when he
pitches, but the New York
Yankees won't be upstaged by
the Birdman of Detroit.
The Yankees showed
Tuesday night that they also
have a flair for showmanship,
slirinkling beans on the mound
while the reknovm "Bird" was
performing.
While the Yankees fed
Fidrych "bird seed", Fidrych
was feeding the Yankees
fastballs. Both Roy White and
Oscar Gamble hit them out of
the park, helping New York to
a dramatic 4-3 victory over the
Detroit Tigers and their flashy
rookie. •
"I would have loved to beat
the Yankees," said Fidrych.
-The crowd didn't come out to
see me. They came out to see
the Yankees beat me."
Whatever the crowd of
44,909 came out for at Yankee
Stadium, they weren't
disappointed. They not only
got to see their Yankees win,
but they also saw Fidrych's
showy routine of talking to
baseballs, bouncing around
the field like a berserk billiard
ball and, yes, even eating
beans off the mound.
In the other American
League games, Kansas City
stopped Minnesota 7-1;
Cleveland blanked Boston 1-0
in 10 innings; Milwaukee
outscored Baltimore 4-2;
Oakland whipped the Chicago
-White Sox 7-3 and California
turned back Texas 4-0.
Fidrych, who also gave up a
two-run homer to White in the
third, suffered only his fourth
loss against 11 victories and it
marted the first time, the
flamboyant rookie was
defeated when Detroit had
scored a run.
Royals 7, Twins 1
Sore-legged Hal McRae
hobbled around the basepaths
with a double and a home run
and Buck Martinez added a
two-run double to spark
Kansas City over Minnesota
and snap the Twins' eight-
game winning streak.
The victory raised Kansas
City's lead in the American
League West to 91+2 games
over the Twins, who had
surged into second place the
past week.
Indians 1, Red Sox 0
Dennis Eekersley pitched a
three-hitter and Tommy
Smith drove in the winning
run with a sacrifice fly in the
10th inning as Cleveland ended
Farmed Out
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Pitcher Rich Hinton, acquired
in a trade last winter which
sent Clay Carroll to the
Chicago White Sox, has been
assigned by the Cincinnati
Reds to their Indianapolis
farm team.
Hinton, 1-2 with an earned
run average of 7.50 in 11
games, was placed on waivers
Friday but was not picked up
by any other major league
club.
He was replaced on the





George Scott drove in two
runs on a pair of base hits,
leading Milwaukee over
Baltimore. The Brewers
sewed up the game with a two-
run fifth inning that gave them
a 3-2 lead. A leadoff double by
Von Joshua, a single by Jack
Heidemann and a fielder's
choice by Robin Yount scored
the tying run. The winning run
then came home on Scott's
single.
A's 7, White Sox 3
Joe Ruth smashed two
doubles and a single and drove
in two runs to lead Oakland
over Chicago. Dick Bosman, 4-
0, scattered five hits over five
innings and picked up his
eighth career victory over the
White Sox with relief help
from Paul Lindblad and Rollie
Fingers, who was credited
with his 15th save.
Angels 4, Rangers 0
Paul Hartzell pitched a
four-hitter against floundering
Texas and journeyman
Tommy Davis knocked in two
runs as California beat the
Rangers. Texas has now lost
21 of its last 26 games to drop
from second place to only five
games out of the cellar.
BOWLING
DAVENPORT, Iowa —
Carmen Salvino captured the
$60,000 Professional Bowler's
Association Quad Cities Open
as defeated Larry Loeb 210-192
in the title game to take the
$6,000 first prize.
.o.u.a.iwycedwi.v.E.•••••••••••••••.•••••••.•.y.w.e.v.wewv.•
- UNCLE JEEPS—SPORTING GOODS •
441 South, Murray, Ky,
N"





* Pre-Season Sale *
Snid Lock
Climber
will not damage ttee
Safe, sure and easy - and It will not
damage the tree. Each set contains five
steps which will allow the average hunter
to climb about 15 to 18 feet Lightweight,
can be carried easily and used in conjunct-
ion with any tree stand or blind. Set of
5 packed in easy to carry tote bag Tar
added convenience. Instructions included
with each set Ideal for hunters, bird-
wat cherksonsv vat ion officers or any out-
doorsmon. Remember, it does not damage
the tree.f -
Na. SEC - Snidock-diarber
Retail $32.00














3'. ...och civalneter rnotor prudui -i•rb
113 IL ',burst - as much as some 74
nit motors' Yet at full Fipeel It
draws on') 23 amps
Fish Hawk&
No. 510 DIGITAL DEPTH TEMPERATUREINDICATORS-Fisherman recognized this as a favoritethe first )war of marketing. Among other distinguishingfeatures it is of extra-heavy, sturdy probe nature;
temperature sensor open to water flow, yet protected- 'from damage; fast lowering and retrieve with big easy-wind reel built-in battery .check; coMpleke with long-life9-volt battery. 100 ft. for No. 510 No. 510
No, 510 Temperature Indicator- 
  _-11:x E „51 F_









The rattler attracts fish by adding vibration
and sound to silent lures. Imitates the clicking
sound of crayfish and freshwater fish: whith in
turn attracts larger fish.
May be easily inserted in plastic worms or
odded to any lure. One, two or three Rattlers
may be used for rnoximum effect.
6 Rattlers or a cord
Retail $1.50
U. J. Reg. 994
Special 494
Pack of 6
Sale Starts Wednesday, Aug. 4th
Ends Wednesday Aug. 1 1 th
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Cardinals Manage To Split Pair With Pirates
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Four runs in the last 38
innings, four losses in the last
five games for the Pittsburgh
Pirates. It seems there are
termites in the Lumber Yard.
That's , what people were
calling the Pirates earlier in
the season, when the power-
laden lineup was hitting
baseballs out of sight and first
place wasn't 13 games away.
But in the last eight games,
three of which have gone extra
innings, just 17 Pittsburgh
runs have crossed in 83 in-
nings.
Tuesday; night, Don
Kessinger of St. Louis drove in
more runs than the Pirates




sburgh managed to beat the
Cardinals 2-1 in the opener
before dropping the nightcap
4-2.
Pittsburgh's opening-game
triumph went to Jim Rooker,
who' pitched a six-hitter and
drove in a seventh-inning run
with a sacrifice fly. 6
• Kessinger, who plated the
St. Louis run with an eighth-
inning double in the opener,
drove in all four in the
nightcap.
Dodgers 2, As tros 0
The Dodgers' Burt Hooton
surrendered two first-inning
singles — to Greg Gross and
Cesar Cedeno — but didn't
permit a hit the rest of the way
in recording only his second
victory in eight decisions.
Both were shutouts.
Bill Buckner drove home
Dave Lopes in the fourth and
seventh innings for the of-
fensive power as Los Angeles
beat Houston for the eighth
time in a row and 14th time in
15 games over two seasons.
Reds 9, Chugs 0
Jack Billhigham held San
Francisco to three hits and
Dave Concepcion drove in
three runs as the Reds —
winners of 17 in 22 since the
Ali-Star break — blasted the
Giants for their seventh
consecutive triumph.
Cubs 4-5, Phlllles11-8
A grand-slam homer by
Garry Maddox powered
Philadelphia past Chicago in
the nightcap after the Cubs
backed Rick Reuschel's nine-
hitter with home runs by
rookie Wayne Tyrone and
Jerry Morales in the opener.
Braves 7, Padres 3
Atlanta's Clarence Gaston,
who had started only two
games previously this season,
hit two home runs and drove in
five in support of Andy
Messersmith. "Sometimes I
get a little upset about not
playing," said Gaston. "When
I do, I take extra batting
practice and take it out on the
ball." Tuesday night, he took
his frustration out on San
Diego.
Mets 9, Expos 8 •
Ed Kranepool's 100th career
home run, a two-run shot in
the eighth inning, lifted the
New York over Montreal. The
Expos had scored six runs in
the seventh and eighth innings
to take an 8-7 lead in the wild
contest.




The firSt game will be held
at 6. ,p.m. Thursday when
Centralia, Ill., tangles with
Jasper, Ind. Game number
two will be at 8:30 p.m. Friday
with Murray playing Marshall
County.
Game three will find Fort
Riley, Kn., playing at 6 p.m.
Friday against the winner of
game two. Game four will be
at 8:30 p.m. Friday and
feature the losers of games
one and two.
Game five will be at 3 p.m.
.4,. .h.ave_. the
winner of game four playing
the loser of game three. Game
six will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
and will pit the winner of
game one against the winner
of game three.
Game seven will be at 8:30
p.m. Saturday and will feature
the loser of game six against
the winner of game five.
Game eight will be at 2 p.m.
Sunday and will have: the--
winner of game six playing the
winner of game seven.
The ninth game, if
necessary, will be at 6 p.m.
t Sunday. '
All games will be played on





By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct, GB
New York 63 .39 618 '-
Baltimore 52 51 .505 11/2
Cleveland 51 51 .500 12
Detroit 48 54 .471 15
Boston 48 55 .466 151/2
Milwkee. -45 55 -450 17West
Kan Ci. y 62 40 .608 —
Minneso.a 54 51 .514 91/2
Oakland 54 52 .509 10
Texas 49 53 .480 13
Chicago 46 57 .447 161-2
California 46 60 .434 18
Tuesday's Results
Cleveland 1, Boson 0, 10 in•
flings
New York 4, De,roi• 3
,,jakluveukee 4, Bal'imore 2
Kaiisas Ci. y 7, Minneso-a 1
Oakland 7, Chicago 3
California 4, Texas 0
Wednesday's •Games
Bal•imore (Palmer 14-9) a'
Cleveland (Bibby 7-3), (n)
Boson (Jenkins 10-8) a• De-
rol• (Ruhle 6-8), (n)
New York (Holtzman 8-7 and
Honer 12-10) a• Milwaukee
(Sla•on 12-8 and Travers 12-8),
-
MinnesOta (Singer 11-7)
Kansas Ci'y (Leonard 12-4), (n)
Oakland (Mi•cgell 7-5) a, Oil-
cago (Bre.' 6-5), (n)
California (Ryan 8-13) a'
Texas (Bri)es 7-7), (n)
Thursday's Games
New York a. Milwaukee
-Bal.imore a Cleveland, (n)
Bos•on a• De.roi•, (n)
Minneso a a Kansas .Ci•y,
(n)





W L. Pct. GB
70 3.4 .673 —
Pi- .s 57 47 .548 13
New York 53 55 .491 19
Chicago 46 60 .434I 25
S Louis 44 58 .431 25
Mon -real 36 62 .367 31
West
Cincinra i 69 38
Los Ang 59 46
Hous on 55 54
San Diego 51 58
A lan a 47 59








Chicago 4 5, Philadelphia 0-8
PI sburgh 2-2, S . Louis
A Ian a 7, San Diego 3
New York 9, Morpreal 8
Cincinna i 9, San Francisco l3
Lus Angeles 2, Hous.on 0
Wednesday's Games
Mon real (Carri•hers 56) a
New York (Koosman 12-7)
Philadelphia (Chris enson 10
5) a• Chicago (Renko 4.4)
Cincinnati (Guile.' 7-3) a San
Francisco (Morrefusco
Sari Diego (S men 9-12) a- A -
lane (Ru•hvert 11-9), ( wi)
5 . Louis (Forsch 5-6) a•
Pi •Sburgh (Candelaria 10-4),
(n
hous'on (Richard 12-11) IP
Los Angeles (Rau 10-7), (n)
Thursday's Games
Chicago a Mon'real, 2, (- WI)
New York a Plt.sburgh, (n)
SSP Francisco a' A law., (n)
Philadelphia a. S Louis, (n)
Nous on a San Diego, In)
Cincinna.i a Los Angeles,
(n)
On UM I=1 NW
Velem
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Cross May Jump Here In September
The Flying Cross hasn't been flying btit tpay soon.
Out of the scene all summer since an injury in a jump at
Paducah last May, Cross plans to be jumping again this
For those of you who don't know about him, he's Doug
Cross, a 25-year-old daredevil from New Burnside, Ill. In
June of 1975, at Marion, Ill., he was nearly killed while at-
tempting a world's first, jumping a pyramid of burning
hay with a motorcycle.
'Mere were 154 bales of hay in the pyramid and it was
stacked about 15 feet high. His helmet fogged up, he
missed and wound up with all sorts of broken bones.
Cross L.1 a local story because number one, he is
managed by Hillman Lyons of Murray and number two,
sooner or later, he plans to jump over a hovering helicop-
ter in Murray, another world's first.
Cross went back to Marion to try and bite the dog that
bit him. And in early May of this. year, he made the jump
"If it had been my right ankle, I would have been jum-
ping by now but of course, the left leg was the one I broke
last year so I've just had to give it extra time," Cross said.
Presently, most of his time has been spent working with
Lyons on press booklets.
Although nothing has been confirmed, Cross said he is
working on the helicopter jump here in Murray.
On August 28, he will be jumping at the highly-
prestigoiis DuQuoin State Fair in Illinois and then in early
September, if the contract comes through, Cross will be
jumping the helicopter in Murray.
"I would like to make the jump in Murray when school
is going on so there will be a larger crowd to watch,"
Cross said.
If he does come to Murray and jump, nobody will forget
it. His jumps are indeed, something to remember.
Jacobs To Return
just fine and decided to go on War ArOlind Uie countri,_ Cuthbert Jacobs is due °return back to Murray August
Jacobs, the OVC Track Maa of the Year in 1976, is now
ing Washington, D. C. after participating in the Olympics
at Montreal.
While in Washington, he is staying with Fred Sowerby,
another Olympian and a former member of the Murray
State track team.
Jacobs should be able to give us some interesting stories
about the Olympics and reading about his experiences
should be quite enjoyable.
making his "Towering Inferno" jump.
On May 18, Cross brought his act to Paducah In-
ternational Raceway.
Everything went fine except for the landing. He had to
bring his 900 cc Harley Davidson Sportster down because
of a lack of landing room and when he brought it down, he
in his ankle.
"I tore muscles in the left ankle and that's the main
reason I haven't been doing any jumping this summer.
I've just been letting my ankle get stronger.
MUMMY PONY LEAGUERS—The Murray Pony Liege. AB-Stars, the hut teem in the Southeastern Regional, will open play at
8:30 p.m. Thursday against Marshal County. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Timmy Graham, Keith Edwards,
Nicky Swift* Kellf White, Ricky Smith and Mark Erwin. Middle row, Keith Overby, Craig Rogers, Fred Kemp, Tony Herndon, Kim
Wilson end Grady Bostick. Front row, Bill Edwards, coach, Robert Sanitised°, Eddie Requarth, Chuck Fowler, manager, Alen Gibbs
and Teat fiseneemn, cam*.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)





have told Congress of the
many problems and pitfalls of
owning a team not belonging
to one of the established major
leagues.
Each cited the lack of a
national television contract
for income, high salaries for
players and the "minor
league" tag put on their club
as reasons for fusing hundreds
of thousands of dollars and, in
at least one case, millions.
Testifying Tuesday before
the House professional sports
committee were John Y.
Brown Jr. of the American
Basketball Association's
Kentucky Colonels, A.E.
Burgess of the defunct World
Football League's
Birmingham. Vul^ans, and
Jay P. Moore of the Cleveland
Crusaders in the World
Hockey Association.
They followed Bob Short,
former baseball owner who
moved the Washington
Senators to Texas in 1971.
Short said there should be
baseball in the nation's capital
— a pet project for several
congressmen. But he cited
several conditions, including a
favorable lease and better
stadium security, that had to
be achieved before such a
franchise could become
successful.
Brown said he believes
professional basketball has a
good future now that the ABA
and the National Basketball
Alsociation hve merged, But
11Ftecortunended that steps be
taken to eliminate owners who
are not in the sport for the
business.
In the horse business, if
you don't make a profit in two
of seven years then the burden
of proof is on you to prove that
It isn't a hobby," he said.









2-Wheel Front Disc: In.
.stall new front disc brake
pads • Repack and in-
spect front wheel bear-
logs e Inspect hydraulic
system and rotors (does
not include rear wheels)
OR
4•Wheel Drunt-Typsr: Install new.
brake linings all four wheels
Repack front wheel bearings





• Up to 5 qts. of mayor
brand 10/30 trade Oil
• Complete chas-
sis lubrication &
oil change • Helps
ensure long wear-
ilia:parts A smooth, quiet per-
formance • Please phone for
appointment • Includes light
trucks




Any U S made car
Parts extra if needed
Exceides front-wheel drive cars
• Complete analysis and
alignment correction — to
increase tire mileage and
improve steering • Preci-
sion equipment, used by
experienced mechanics.




s329s For 4 cyl. cars
$3695 For 6 cyl. cars
  4095 for 8 cyl. cars
$2 extra for air-conditioned cars
• Our mechanics electron-
ically fine-tune your en-
gine • New points, plugs
& condenser • Test charg-
ing/starting systems,
adjust carburetor • Helps
maintain a smooth running
engine • Includes Datsun,
Toyota, VW & light trucks,
8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price Prices A. Shown At Goodyear Service Stores














on the owners to make them
operate like a business. You
won't survive."
He said that although the
NBA has failed as much as the
ABA in the past 10 years, "the
fact is they had national
television and standing among
the fans. They had stronger
and wealthier owners than we
did.
"The whole industry has
been distorted by the money
being thrown around," he
said. "I don't-blame it on the
players. I blame it on the
owners who don't operate like
a business."
About the short-lived World
Football League, Burgess,
who was joined by Vulcans
former coach and general
manager Jack Gotta and part
o-..ner Bill Kelce, said the-lack
of a national television con-
tract during the second year
was the principle reason the
league failed.
He also said the WFL was
"hurriedly and not properly
organized."
He said attendance at
Birmingham's . games
dwindled because of the
WFL's problems, primarily
stemming from the folding of
such teams as Chicago,
Portland and San Antonio.
Moore, who also is a partner
in the Cleveland Indians
baseball club, said his club
was not successful in
Cleveland "because we were




fighting the stigma of ,Rot
being major league in a city
which has the Indians, Browns
and the Cavaliers," he said. .
In answer to a question, he
said the California Seals, an
NHL hockey team which has
been moved to Cleveland,
"will have the overall cost but
they can charge more. The
NHL seal means something."
TENNIS
COLUMBUS, Ohio —
Patricio Cornejo of Chile
scored a mild upset in the
$85,500 Buckeye Tennis
Championship when he ousted
sixth-seeded Sherwood
Stewart of Baytown, Tex., 6-2,
6-2.
Sat. Aug. 7, 1976 4-Wheel
— Pullers: For Complete rules call 753-4148 or 753-6779
Calloway County Fairgrounds
Sponsored By-Twin Lakes 4-Wheeler Inc.
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
THE SALE GOES ON!
OUR DAYS ARE NUMBERED!
PRICES SLASHED AGAIN!
EVERYTHING TO THE BARE WALLS GOES
* ALL FIRST QUALITY * NAME BRANDS
IN JUNIOR & MISSES SIZES 6 TO 18






YOU'VE JUST GOT TO
SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!
WE'RE ALMOST
GIVING IT AWAY









No. 8 i 9-8:30
monsieris
in PASHIOn

































































in the store for the
given away each week
Don Vverbey
It 11. Bird"
Buy •No Cards To Punch •A11 You
Each Time You Are In The Store
at 8:00 p.m.- New contest
Morning.
oi l'arkers and their Families not eligible to
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Offer txpir., sit-76Offer Expires II-11 76
I Gooll Chip et Perim.' Good Only Et Porkers
Sur Ilua ou on't Beat Sur Price"*
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Reagan Expects 'Tough Questions'
From Uncommitted Miss. Delegates
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Ronald Reagan, launching his
final preconvention campaign
swing, can expect "tough
questions" from the crucial,
uncommitted Mississippi
delegation about the man he




his first public appearance
here today with liberal Sen.
Richard S. Schweiker of
Pennsylvania. Reagan has
made no public appearances
or statements since an-
nouncing on July 26 that he
wanted Schweiker as his vice
presidential candidate if he
captures the Republican
presidential nomination.
Reagan is visiting five
crucial states where he hopes
to firm up his once-solid
support in the South against
recent inroads by President
Ford and exploit new op-
portunities in the Northeast. It
is his last scheduled campaign
outing before the Republican




chairman, said Reagan and
Schweiker would meet with




Funeral services for James
Hill, age 20, Louisville, who
was electrocuted while
guiding a steel beam at the
Murray-Calloway County
Fairgrounds on Friday
morning were held Tuesday at
the Lair-Kelly Funeral Home,
Zephyr Hills, Fla.
Rurialwas in the Chapel ijill
Cemetery in Dade City, Fla.
Mr. Hill was employed by
the J & S Erection Finn which
was constructing a building at
-Fairground* He was *-
member 'of the First Baptist
Church, Crystal Springs, Fla.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Chryell Campbell Hill, and
one son: James L. Hill, Jr.,
Louisville; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Odis Hill, Sr., Dade City,
Fla.; sister, Mrs. Susie Pip-
pen, Plant City, Fla.; two
brothers, Odis Hill, Jr., and
Stevie Hill, Dade City, Fla.
The Max Churchill Funeral





Reggie Byers of Hardin
Route One died Sunday at six
a. m. at the Oakwood Hospital,
Dearborn, Mich. He was 71
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
employe of the Kentucky
Forest Division, and was a
member of the Harlin United
Methodist Church.
Mr. Byers is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Alice Byers; two
daughters, Mrs. Linda Odom
of Hardin and Mrs. Wanda
Smith of Dearborn Heights,
Mich.; four sisters, Mrs.
Mavis Inman, Mrs. Treva
Young, and Mrs. Reba
Alexander, Hardin, and Mrs.




Funeral services will be
held Thursday at one p. m. at
the chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Rev. John Churchwell
and Rev. Paul W. Henson
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Gary
Young, Jimmy Burkeen,
James Inman, Jerry Inman,
Bob Shingler, and Bob Odom.
Burial be in the Barnett
Cemetery.
Herman Tidwell Is
Dead At Age 82;
Murray Resident
Herman Tidwell of 712 Riley
Court, Murray, died this
morning at 3:55 at his home.
He was 82 years of age.
The Murray man was
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Eunice Crouse Tidwell,
on June 22, 1974. Born June 1,
1894, in Graves County, he was
the son of the late Alford
(Bud) Tidwell and Mary
Elizabeth (Betty) Mayfield
-Tidwell. He was a member of
the Breen )4ain Church of
Christ.
Mr. Tidwell is survived by
two daughters Mrs Allen
( Treva ) Wadkins, Kirksey
Route One, and Mrs. Ward
(Earlene) Cherry, Paris,
Term.; two sons, H. L. Tidwell,
Murray Route Three, and
Charles Tidwell, .Hazel Route
Two; stepdaughter, Mrs.
Harry (Edna) Curtiss, Middle
River, Minn.; stepson, Edwin
Thompson, 1615 Wiswell Road,
Murray.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Della Swift and
Mrs. Trudie Hargis, Riley
Court, Murray; one brother,
011ie Tidwell, Murray Route
Two; sister-in-law, Mrs. Cora




The funeral will be held at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home and
burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery. The date and
time will be announced later.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today Wednesday).
Hog Market
arriving in Jackson. The two
also planned to meet tonight
with the 37 members of the
Alabama GOP delegation,
who are committed to Reagan
but have expressed some
discontent about Schweiker.
Mounger said Reagan would
have to convince delegates
that Schweiker is needed on
the ticket to ensure a victory.
"I would expect about as
tough questions for Sen. Sch-
weiker as you can have,"
Mounger said.
In the Associated Press
delegate survey, Ford has
1,106 of the 1,130 delegates
needed for the nomination,
and Reagan trails 78 delegates
behind at 1,028. There are still
125 uncommitted delegates,
including 78 in the five states
• Reagan planned to visit this
week: Mississippi, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania
nd West Virginia.
Most party leaders had
.considered Reagan the
majority 'choice of
Mississippi's 30 delegates and
30 alternates until he picked
Schweiker. A month ago,
Reagan predicted a sweep of
the delegation after a warm
reception here.
After President Ford got a
warm reception last week
during a visit with delegates,
his campaign staff said the
President had won as many as




will be held Saturday, August
7, at the Bazzell Cemetery,
located near Coldwater. The
event was cancelled last week
due to rain.
Bro. Steven Cobb will
preach at eleven a. m.
Donations for the upkeep of
the cemetery may be left at
Sledd's Grocery, or mail to
Willis Sanders, Route One,
Murray.
Federal State Market News Service
August 4, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts : ACT 715 EST — Barrows &
Gilts 51.00-1.50 lower Sows 50e-$1.00
lower
US 1-200-330 lbs. 542.00-42.75
US 1-3000-240 lbs. $41 .50-42.25
US -4240-29011w.541.00-41.75
US 3-4 250-2110 lbs 54000-4100
Sows
US 1-2 27s-350i.$33.50-34.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $33 50-34.50
US 1-3 450450 lbs.  • $34 00-35.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.  532.50-33.50
Boars 926.5049 00
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.4,
down .2.
Below dam 302.1 up .9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
down. 4.
Below dam 308.0, up 5.0.
Sunset 8:02. Sunrise 6:04.





The Youth Choir from the
First Southern Baptist
Church, Hutchinson, Kansas,
will present a special music
program in the sanctuary of
the First Baptist Churcl),
Murray, on Thursday, August
5, at seven p.m.
W. Rudolph Howard,
minister of music of the local
church, said the choir,
composed of twenty-two
members and six adult
sponsors, is on the,. annual
summer tour and the Murray
Church was privileged to have
this group appear here. Ray
James is minister of music of
the Kansas church.
The choir will arrive in
Murray on Thursday af-
ternoon and will be guests at
the supper at the Fellowship
Hall of the church at six p. m.
Thursday. The choir members
will be guests in the homes of
members of the church
Thursday night.
The regular Wednesday
night services have been
changed to Thursday for this
week, according to church
officials.
T
Nowt the time to trade in your old color TV
lis wortii $$$ toward an
FICAColorT
—
RCA and your participating RCA dealer have teamed up to
offer you this value-packed trading deal. Get BIG U$ for
your old color TV while enjoying all the fantastic advantagesof famous RCA Coloarak Console TV. Advant ges like
Automatic Contrast/Color TrackingAutomtf Color Control,.Automatic Room-Light Picture Control: per AccuFilter
Picture Tube: plus High-Performance 100% Solid State





. toward the purchase of a 1977 25" diagonal RCA
ColorTrak Console with convenient push-button tuning
Each set has all the great RCA ColorTrak features
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*You may get even more
on your trade-in if:
CI It's an RCA color TV
O It has a good picture
_ Olt's less than 7 years old
• It's a console, and
O It has a 21" diagonal picture
or larger.






... toward the purchase of a 1977 25" diagonal RCA
ColorTrak Console with Remote Control or ColorTrak
Control Center. Each set has all the fantastic featuresof RCA ColorTrak—plus the convenience of chairside
operation. Choice of cabinet styles Includes GA7208
Remote Control series and GA935-936-9380A Color-
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BEL-AIR CENTER NORTHSIDE CENTER DIXIELAND CENTER
CENTRAL CENTER OLYMPIC CENTER DOWNTOWN MURRAY




_Road Maps NO As Plentiful
At Nation's Service. Stations
fly LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The millions of road maps
traditionally given out free at
the nation's service stations
are changing these days. They
are often smaller, there are
fewer of them and, in some
cases, they cost money.
The problem goes back to
1973. First there was the
energy crunch. Service
stations no longer needed
maps to attract cuatomers.
Then there was inflation.
Costs rose, and the free map
became an expensive
proposition for the oil com-
panies.
Today, according to a
spokesman foe- - - one
manufacturer, a consumer
looking for a particular type of
road map may have to try
several places before finding
exactly what he or she wants.
There are no nationwide
statistics available on how
many oil companies still
distribute the maps free of
charge. "I do know it's not like
it once was," said a
spokesman for the American
Petroleum Institute.
He said some oil companies
charge their dealers for the
maps, leaving it up to the
individual station owner to
decide whether to pass the
cost on to the consumer. A few
stations have installed ven-
ding machines and are• ex-
perimenting with 50- ana 75-
cent maps.
Conroy V. Erickson, a
spokesman for Rand-McNally
Inc. of Skokie, Ill., the largest
producer of road maps in the
country, said the free road
map is not dead. But he said
many of the oil companies
have cut back. 'They have
gotten out of city maps and ...
have less ambitious map
programs." Regional maps
are replacing state maps.
Erickson said one company,
which he declined to name,
experimented last year with a
kind of "minirnap," but was
dissatisfied and returned to
regular maps. He said other
companies are buying pads of
maps which are smaller and
cheaper to produce since they
do not require the complex
folding of the standard map.
Rand-McNally does not
disclose 'sales figures, but
some industry sources have
estimated that $11 million
worth of road maps are
distributed by oil companies
each year.
Erickson said between 225
and 250 million maps were
given out in 1972, the latest
year for which he had com-
plete figures. The number
declined sharply in 1973 and
1974, he said. It has started
rising again, but the 1976 total
still will be less than the 1972
Americans tend to, think of
the free map as a universal
fixture. Service stations
abroad do not give out maps,
however, and never have,
Erickson said. Even in the
United ,States, the concept of
free road maps was not in-
troduced until the late 1930s.
Erickson said Rand-
McNally has kept down the
cost to oil companies by in-
troducing technological im-
provements to make man-
fact uring more efficient-"But
of course paper is more ex-
pensive," he said, and
distribution costs for the oil
companies have risen sharply.
Police Search
For Inmates
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State and local 'police in
western Kentucky are sear-
ching for two Kentucky State
Penitentiary inmates believed
to have escaped, according to
Superintendent Ken
Branden burgh.
Branden burgh identified the
apparent escapees as John S.
Batovsky, 50, most recently of
Louisville, and Wesley B.
Hibbens, 24, of West Liberty,
Ky.
The men were reported






















The Argonne Forest had beet) twice tortured, by nature and by man.
Created a gullied thicket of dense trees and rocks, it was further ravaged and bloodied by the great World War Ibattle of Verdun in 1916, when Germany spent 300,000 lives for only 130 squle mies of French territory.It was but one instance of the insanity a triench warfare that pitted charging men in wave after wave against themachine gun. On an average day, both sides suffered-7,000 casualties. In a major battle such as the Somme in 1916,the British lost 60,000 men on the sery first day — and the fighting in the bootsucking mud of Flanders raged formonths longer.
By 1918, in the fourth year of war, Russia had already dropped out, her armies bled white, her government over-thrown by Lenin and his Bolsheviks. After Verdun, a mutiny had swept the French army, involving 100,000 men in52 divisions. But the Central Powers, Germany and Austria-Hungary, were also feeling the strain. The Britishblockade brought deep hunger and unrest to the German home front. By September, 1918, Austria was demanding. that Germany sue for peace.
A major reason was that the Argonne — "a blind world of
Doughboys were coming The whiteness and noise," one officer
Yanks, taking their nickname from called it The air is to drive north,
the adobe dust that caked them to meet eventually with the British
during the chase after Pancho driving east from Flanders and
Villa on the Mexican border two trap the German armies in a giant
years before, had landed almost pouch.
40 divisions since their corn- It is a time of- heroic t.bleaus:
mander, Gen. Jblui J. Pershing Col George S. Patton, his primitive
stepped ashore in France on June tanks shot from under him,
28, 1917. leading his men against German
His men were strong, fresh, bred machine guns and firing his two
to the belief their country could ivory-handled pistols as he runs;
do anything. They had not known Alvin York, a corporal then and a
the scars of the Sonyne with its dead-eyed Tennesseean, nipping
1,300,000 casualties, °nor choked off Germans like squirrels until
on the rolling clouds of mustard they surrender en masse. How
gas, nor seen comrades buried many had he taken? his corn-
alive under the mud of a shell mander asks, as the mob passes
blast at Ypres. by.
They stode into battle in July, "Jesus, Lieutenant, I ani't had
1918, to the tune of George M. time to count' em all yet."
CoharVs "Over There," to help There were, in fact 132.
stop the Germans' last great of- There, leading the men of his
fensive at Belleau Wood and 42nd Rainbow Division, is
Chateau Thierry, the Second Battle Douglas MacArthur in a cloth
of the Marne.- overseas hat. He didn't like
Now, on September 26, 1918, helmets. There is Capt Harry S.
they go over the top again, across Truman, an artillery officer with
the moonscape of Verdun and the the 35th Division, and Capt. Eddie
roo-
Rickenbacker, who became
America's leading air ace in an age
of trailing silk scarves and cognac
glasses smashed in,the fireplace.
And there is Capt. Nelson Holder-
man, with five wounds, using two
rifles as crutches while firing his
.45 at the Germans, Capt. Holder-
man of the "Lost Battalion" which
held out, though surrounded, for
six days.
And there are the unnamed,
such as this 37-mm gun crew man-
ning their weapon in the never-
never-again land of the Argonne
Forest.
The Yanks make three miles the
first day, then gradually bog down
in a tangle of supply lines. At their
end of the line, the British also
slow down after initial success. But
between them, they have written
the inevitable on the wall.
On Ocrober 4, Kaiser Wilhelm of
Germany orders his government
to wire President Wilson for
peace terms. Frye weeks later, the
War to End Wars ends. Total cost
8,500,000 dead, including 53,000
Americans.
IntrOdUCing
the bread with 30% fewer calories than white-,
and 4000/o more fiber than whole wheat.
Fresh Horizons®
A new kind of bread 3 out of 5 doctors





with 30% fewer calories
than white! Equally as
remarkable, Fresh Horizons
has more fiber than any other bread, almost any other food.
And it tastes delicious.
Compared to whole wheat bread. Fresh Horizons has
five times the fiber-400% more. One slice even •
equals the fiber in a serving of 100% All-Bran Cereal. Yet •
Fresh Horizons gives you 30% fewer calorieS than
enriched white br.ead. Incredible? Yes! In a Ralionwide
survey of doctors. 3 out of 5 said ihey.would recommend .




-Fresh Horizons has been tested at
Columbia University Medical School. two
leading universities, as well as at a renowned
medical clinic. Fresh Horizons is the result of a
long search for a high-fiber food with reduced calories
that looks and tastes good. And it's here now!
Now's the time to try it. With the .
store coupon below, you can save on
your first loaf of white or wheat.
Fresh Horizons. The bread with
30% fewer calories. 400% more fiber.
A new kind of bread 3 out of 5 doctors











,elr • .r 0-1 761 1)4N1bA 15C I
FRESH HORIZONS 30% FEWER CALORIES
WHITE OR WHEAT 400% MORE FIBER
r. 610014% Yov ans AM/lowed as (sir .5fer4 to mirror {hrs.,. mom
4 0. I 4 on tl)e port New ot new Fresh 1.40hzons, Bre.41.1frar 1441 pay Kr,
1` 4 PI usPosi; &sorer luir ear KO these ot.rions ,131(Vrtied
.1, IMI.P111`.011 Marrrriti lo Maur irmorielf send to
tioniOie.. PO lt tfit Canton. lona W13-1 Carlprrtirly41 nog
hmortst assi be .41 4 pre,ented thresvg., notSorte artery .q-,
Lookers 'sr ottivr, Mu we rot 'et Al distnikrlors• 01 our "len ho.sl,se
i's %Pot 41E Ativ Atno.mi I,ax Cvskrmer 'Tx", pa9 any sales
frivo4 n, provIngt MIK base of sottrier11-1Poch 10 Crwt4 COUPOnS
ortr,eaffert for rydernpfron must be shown m request COupen vOiel
*MP /amt. by fax Cash rolue I.20t-
A NEW KIND OF BREAD 3 OUT OF 5 DOCTORS RECOMMEND FOR ITS FIBER ALONE
moi aim mg simpAoni MIN 111115 mimo min mum am ma mei al
•
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Renewed System Is
Planned At Prisons
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A renewed system of
screening prison inmates for
work details and transfers to
minimum security facilities
will begin soon, Justice
Secretary John L. Smith has
announced.
, Smith, who is acting
corrections commissioner.
said the new classification
system will go into effect
"probably later this month"




Parke, who drew up the new
r, plan, said screening
, committees at each state
rectional facility will give
. :priority to first offenders and
-,.•* Those with a record of non-
violent crimes.
The Bureau of Corrections'
central office will have final
approval over the recom-
mendations.
Smith said the state's first
minimum security women's
facility and a new farm at the
state reformatory near La
Grange are both scheduled to
open this month.
• UK Receives Grant,
(Masters Program
• LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A University of Kentucky
professor of mechanical
engineering is studying how
the feathers and the fur of
animals insulate them from
...cold to see if man-made in-
tioiri materials can be
4-1_,Zra wed.
(' Dr. Richard Birkebak said
.he and his graduate students
'have used heat-flow meters
. jand infrared radiometers to
detect and measure heat
,exchange in animal fur. They
1,1,iiiave used instruments called-t4thernwcouples to measuree •
- 'temperatures through skin
and fur and the air above the
fur.
He said the National Science
Foundation has approved his
request for a $6,500 grant to
continue research into the
; .properties of man-made in-
siltation, based on the data
1-,tram studies'ot animal fur and
rd feathers
Animal Insulation 
I Now Being Studied
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) 7-
The University of Kentucky
has received a one year,
$92,497 grant to establish a
hew area of specialization in
gerontology as a masters
Oegree Program-
The Administration on
Aging's Office of Human
Development grant is to




others with training in the
field of aging.
The program begins this
month with eight new courses
in the College of Social
Professions and six other
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Choose soft, absorbent Viva
napkins or paper towels for
your clean-up neods . .
Viva towels in the big
roll They keep on
working even when wet
Viva napkins in the bug
140 count package
YOUR CHOICE Use your imagination and
creativity with these beautiful
printed fabrics. Made of
polyester and cotton for easy
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Ladies' 100% cotton flannel shirts with brilliant
outdoor animal life scenes.
For casual wear or sportwear in the
cool fall - a soft, warm flannel shirt
with beautiful outdoor prints. Shirts
are styled with cuffed long sleeves,
front pockets with button flaps, poin-
ted collar and six buttons up the










•• ••• :::: • • • • •
Jeans he'll probably outgrow
before he wears them out . . .
Jr Boys' denim jeans styled 9 9
with front zipper pockets
and tots belt loops Navy
and medium blue Sizes 4 PAIRto 7 regular
Create a whole new fall wardrobe with
dazzling new Calico, Frontier or






wearing knit shirts . . .
Boys' knit shirts of 
97polyesterand cotton Many
end printti to EACH





were meant to be . . .
Men's blue denim
jeans styled with two
front and rear pockets
arid belt loops Sizes
28 to 38 9 PAIR








Your choice of 20 oz. (net wt.) Cheer detergent, 20 oz
(net wt.) Tide detergent, or 20 as (net wt.) Cascade
dish washer detergent. LIMIT 3.
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE 48' EACHREG. TO 63C
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Family Evicted From Home
Across From Carter's House
AMERICUS, Ga. (AP) —
The old man clenched and
unclenched his gnarled hands
as he told how he, his wife and
seven children were evicted
from the house they occupied
across the street from Jimmy
Carter's home.
The house where the A.Z.
Pittman family lived was just
a shack, but it had a garden
where the Pittmans grew six
kinds of vegetables, and there
was room for their pig.
Now they're living in a
crowded, bare apartment in a
housing project in nearby
Americus and they're
frightened about the future.
-I hate it so bad I don't know
what to do," said Pittman, as
he sat on a kitchen chair in his
linoleum-floored living room.
"My hopes look pretty rough
now."
The 67-year-old retired
black worker said his lan-
dlord, Marlin Poole of nearby
De Soto, ordered the family to
move in April.
Pittman said Poole told him
lthe 'Democratic party had
offered him a certain amount
of money. He told me he
wanted the house torn down."
According to Mrs. Pitman,
Poole said that "if Mr. Carter
becomes president, they
might beautify the property
for him, like the park down-
town."
The family left July 14, the
day Carter wasnominated for
president, and the house, half-
hidden in a, group of-oak-trees
across from the ranch-style
Carter home, was torn down
Wednesday.
Carter says that neither he
Tr any member of hislamily
requested the eviCtkar,of the
Pittmans.






was being demolished, and he
went to see Pittman.
"He told me he didn't want
to see any of his colored
friends leave," said the frail,
soft-spoken man. "I said I
hated to go.
"I know Mr. Carter didn't
have anything to do with it.
I've been a friend of Mr.
Carter's. I like him. He's a
man with high principles."
Land values in Plains have
skyrocketed because of its
famous native son, and Pit-
tman said he thought Poole
wanted to sell the land.
Carter's brother, Billy, who
owns much of the land near
the nominee's house, said
Poole had asked him in May if
he were interested in buying
the property.
Billy Carter said he told
Poole he would like to have the
right of first refusal. Nothing
more has been. said, Carter
added.
Billy Carter repeated his
brother's statement that the
Carter family knew nothing of
Barren River
To Be Lowered
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) —The
Army Corps of Engineers has
announced that the water
level at Barren River Lake
near here will be lowered
about three feet this week to
create an experimental refuge
for migratory wildlife.
Col. James Ellis, Corps
district engineer at Louisville,
said the water level is being
lowered in response to a
request from the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Ellis said the lower level
should not hinder recreational
use of the lake.
the eviction until after it
happened.
"I didn't care if they stayed
for 900 years," Billy said.
"They weren't bothering
anybody. They certainly
weren't bothering Jimmy. I
had gone dut of my *way to
make sure they were
welcome."
Poole was in Canada and
could not be reached for
comment.
His son, Michael, said there
had been plans to tear down
the house for about a year, but
there were no plans to develop
the property.
Poole's lawyer, Anthony
May of Leesburg, said he
preferred not to comment
about reports that Poole had
been asked to tear down the





Bess Abell, daughter of for-
mer Kentucky Gov. Earle
Clements, has been named
press secretary for Mrs. Joan
Mondale, the wife of
Democratic vice presidential
candidate Sen. Walter Mon-
dale, D-Minn.
Mrs. Abell, a Washington
resident, was a member cf the
Democratic National Plat-
form Committee during the
party's convention last month
in New York City.
Mrs. Abell is married to a
Washington attorney, Tyler
Abell. Her father was
governor of Kentucky in the
1940s.
MAIL ARRIVES
Mail by overland stage-
coach reached St. Lows, Mo.,
Oct. 9, 1858, after a trip of 23
days and 4 hours from San
Francisco.
P.N. Hirsch Wise Buy For
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SWINGING GORILLA—A baby gorilla named Upweke
(Independence in Swahili) rides in his mother Tunaka's
arms as she swings about her cape at the Bronx, New
York, Zoo. Upweke, born July 3, is Tunaka's second
baby and the fourth lowland gorilla born at the zoo in
the last four years. (AP Wirephoto)
Farm Officials Increasing
Precautions for Hog Cholera
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky farm officials are
increasing their precautions
against hog cholera following
outbreaks of the swine disease
in the east.
The eastern cases have led
to hog cholera quarantines on
swine herds in Parts of
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and New Hampshire.
"We are alert to the
problem because of this
outbreak in the east," state
veterinarian Tom S. Maddox
said Monday.
"It's principally a garbage
feeding problem," said
Maddox, director of the
Livestock Sanitation Division
of the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture.
"We're stepping up our
inspection of the garbage
fee*rs," he said.
la The cases in the east have
Involved herds that were fed
'food scraps. -
Pigs fed uncooked pork
scraps containing the live
virus may ciintract the
disease.
Most Kentucky hogs are fed
corn rather than garbage,
livestock Sanitation
Division officials yid.
James M. Koepper, chief
statistician for the Kentucky
Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service in Louisville, said
some 45,000 Kentucky farmers
have swine, though most "just
have a sow and a few pigs or
keep a meat hog or two."
He said 4,000 to 5,000 far-
mers in the state have 50 to 500
head while only about 300
farmers have herds of 500 or
more.
Of these, only 100 to 150 feed
their animals on food scraps,




"They pick up the garbage
in the cities," Maddox said.
"They're required to cook it
for a certain time at a certain
temperature.
"We inspect the cookers and
check the temperature," he
said.
These inspections, normally
done once a month, have been
increased to two and
sometimes three times a
month at each farm where
hogs are fed garbage.
"We haven't found any
problem. We hope we don't,"
Maddox said.
Koepper agreed. "We hope
we can keep our state clean,"
he said.
Control of hog cholera is
vital to the swine industry,
though the disease does not
affect other farm animals or
humans.
In its acute form, it is highly
Infectious and usually fatal to
swine.
NOELE SKELETONS
PRAGUE (AP) — A rare dis-
covery of graves containing the
skeletons of ancient Moravian
men has been reported in the
town of Nechvalin.
Swords were found with the
skeletons, indicating they are
the remains of nobility. Another
indication that the dead were
members of the Great Mora-
vian Empire's upper class were
the "Charon coins" found in the
mouths of the skeletons. In
Greek mythology, Charon was
the man who ferried the souls
of the dead over the Styx and
Acheron rivers. The graves
also include a number of gold
and silver earrings.
The Great Moravian Empire
was a large kingdom that flou-
rished during the 9th century,
in what now is south-central
Czechoslovakia.
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: BRIBERY AND GOVERNMENT
Disclosures of bribes paid to foreigm
.:officials are causing diplomatic
›roblems for the United States, and
;provide yet another hammer blow to
-; the image of business in the eyes of the
.private citizens.
_ It is true that in some countries
ribery is a way of life. And an
erican company seeking to do
usiness in those lands, cannot bring
• bout the moral transformation of such
un. tries. Nevertheless, the laws of the
• nited States must be obeyed. C,or-
. rate expenditures must be strictly-
_ nd accurately reported.
Indeed, the vast majority of U. S.
mpanies adhere to the requirements
the law, and to a responsible code of
thy.ps! The malpractices and misdeeds
a few are very harmful to the free
nterprise systems as a whole.
In considering the matter of bribes to
Aoreign buyers, Americans also should
::tonsider the role of government power.ht relation to bribery. This role has
'Ileen described with great accuracy by
Prof. John T. Wenders, Department of
Economics, at the University of
-Arizona, in Tucson. In a letter to The
Wall Street Journal, Dr. Wenders ob-
served:
"Bribery is usually only profitable
when the government has taken con-
trol, or threatened to take control, of
free markets. If the government has the
power to regulate the price of milk,
don't be surprised when milk producers
try to buy some of that power. If the
government has the power to fix oil
prices, or nationalize the oil companies,
don't be surprised when the oil industry
establishes slush funds."
Prof. Wenders pointed out that when
governments assume the power to
license, restrict, or otherwise control
free, trade, that power, "takes on the
HARRIGAN
cpaitalized value of the gains from
trade which are prevented."
Thus, he stressed, "government
creates the demand for bribes, and the
market responds with the supply.. If
governments had not assumed this
power to restrict trade, there would be
no one to bribe, irrespective of the state
of business morality or ethics."
'N-These insights help to explain what
has happened in the cases of the
reported bribe situations. To be sure,
these insIghts don't provide a
justification. the honorable motive of
seeking a profit has been twisted by
some individuals for whom the end
justifies the means.
One of the ironies of the foreign bribe
situation, of course, is that many of the
congressmen who are loudest in con-
demning the pay-offs to foreign of-
ficials are, themselves, beneficiaries of
a vast, continuing pay-off by U.S. labor
unions.
Victor Riesel, the noted labor affairs
columnist, has estimated that union
off icoals spent ;60 million in the 1968
elections. and...1.50.xnalion
what they wanted. How big labor buys
liberal officeholders has been
documented in depth in Douglas
Caddy's classic 'work, "The Hundred
Million Dollar Payoff."
In reading of bribes overseas,
however, it is important to bear in mind
that not everyone is doing it. There are
a limited number of offenders with a
cynical disregard for the consequences
of their actions,. The depredations of a
few are used to give our entire free
economic system a black eye.
One of the lessons of this disturbing
situation is that there isn't any grey
area between right and wrong. Another
lesson is that government control over
free markets is an invitation to wrong-
doing.
10 Years AgoToday In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, August 4, the
217th day of 1976. There are 149 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in History:
On this date in 1914, Britain declared
war on Germany at the beginning of the
First World War.
On this date--
In 1790, a U.S. naval force which later
became the Coast Guard was formed.
In 1805, the United States concluded a
peace treaty with Tripoli.
In 1892, Lizzie Borden was arrested in
Fall River, Mass., for the hatchet
murder of her father and stepmother.
In 1916, the United States bought the
Danish Virgin Islands for $25 million.
In 1955, 11 U.S. Air Force fliers
captured during the Korean War
reached Hong Kong after being freed
from prison in China.
In 1962, President John Kennedy
announced that the highest American
award for a civilian would go to Dr.
Frances Kelsey, the Federal official
who kept the harmful drug,
Thalidomide, off the American market.
Ten years ago: The White House
denounced: recent increases in steel
prices as irresponsible and in-
flationary, but did not indicate that any
rollback would be sought.
Five years ago: The US. Apollo 15
spacecraft headed back toward earth
after exploration of the surface of the
moon by two astronauts using an
----- -
One year ago: President Ford left
Yugoslavia for home after talks with
President Tito.
Today's birthdays: Britain's Queen
Mother Elizabeth is 76 years old.
Former Secretary of Agriculture Ezra
Taft Benson is 77.
Thought for today: Being a well
dressed man is a career, and he who
goes in for it has no time for anything
else — Heywood Brow, American
journalist, 1888-1939.
Bicentennial footnote: 200 years ago
today, it was reported at Keowee, S.C.,
that the entire frontier from Virginia to
Georgia was in turmoil because of
Indian attacks instigated by British
agents.
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Fruit Pits and Bowel Obstruction
Pitted fruits constitute a major
portion of the diet for many
millions of people. The diwtcen
are that pits are frequently
swallowed, yet only rarely do
symptoms result from the
passage of these pits through the
intestinal tract
In view of this rarity of signs
and symptoms from ingestion of
pits, it presents an unusual prob-
lem of diagnosis for the physi-
cian and a possible delay in
carrying out the required treat-
ment. It may not occur to the pa-
tient or the physician that a fruit
seed could be the cause of trou-
ble.
Writing in a recent ems. of
Archives of Surgery, a pubbca-
tion of the American Medical
As.sociation. J Edson Price,
MD., and his colleagues from
the Department of Surgery,
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
!AK Angeles. 'reported foor cases
of bowel obstruction resulting
froin fruit pits
Ingested pits are usually
whole. They have fibrous, woody
coverings that are seminally in-
digestible. and act like a foreign
F .1 I... Blasingame. M.D.
body during their passage
through the gastrointestinal
tract.
X-ray findings may not be
helpful because the density or
weight of the pit is similar to that
of the adjacent tissue, making a
contra.st X-ray shadow impossi-
ble or insufficient to outline the
foreign body The only X-ray
finding may be partial or total
intestinal obstruction. This re-
quires surgical correction. Dis-
covering a fruit pit as the
otstructing object may cane as
a surprise to the operating
surgeon.
In the four cases reported by
these authors, each was an
elderly or older woman. In
several utstaices. the pit was
lodged in the bowel because of a
pre-mm.41N partial obstruction
from another cause, uluding
cancer of the large intestine.
It is probable that children fre-
miently swallow fruit pits, hut
the walls of their intestinal tracts
are usually able to tolerate ade-
quate stretching to allow
passage'
While the pits helped to bring
about needed surgery for other
conditions in these cases, the rel-
ated otstruction was an un-
desirable hazard.
Education may be able to
reduce instances of ingested
fruit pits.
Q: Mrs S. K explains that a
friend and her husband were
impressed at the use of a drill
biopsy for breast cancer so that
they knew before going to surg-
ery that the tumor was cancer
She asks for comment.
A: In experienced hands drill
biopsy is acarate in diagnosing
ahead of surgery whether a
suspicious breast tumor is
benign or cancerous. Under
IOC& anesthetic, a fast-rotating
drill cores out a small section of
tits*, which can be studied
under a micrcecope.
The findings can be dismissed
with the patient and family
whether the tumor was malig-
nant and the propcsed treatment
explained and agreed upon, in-
cluding radical surgery if it is
needed.
The drill biopsy usually is less
expensive than excisicinal biopsy
and requires less time
Q: Mrs. V. C. says that her 5-
year-old daughter goes to bed
regularly between 9 and 930
pm and sleeps until 7.I5 am on
school mornings, but she often
appears to have trouble going to
sleep, compared to her older
brother who is usually asleep as
soon as his head hits the pillow
Her daughter appears healthy
but sleeps longer on weekends Is
there reason for concern'
A: Children, like adults, have
differert sleep habits and re-
csiirements. You may be overly
concerned, especially if your
daughter is doing well in school
and gets along with other
children arid her teachers and
family.
The extra weekend sleep may
be habit, rather than evidence of
significant need for more sleep
She may not have any compell-
ing reason to get up on Saturday
or Sunday and therefore prefers
to stay in bed.
The Murray City School Staff has
been completed, according to Fred
Schultz, superintendent. Students will
register for the fall term on August 25.
Thomas Nevil McCoy has been ap-
pointed as a supervisor for the Ken-
tucky Department of Education in the
western part of the state. His wife is the
former Verda Slaughter of Murray.
William T. Jeffrey, Eugene Channey,
Cannon M. Parks, Rudy Simpson,
Jewell Deene Ellis, Bess Thurman
Kerlick, Lucy Ann Forrest, and Sue
Fairless, all of Calloway County, at-
tended the four days' Vocational
Education Conference held this week at
Lexington.
An advertisement announcing the
opening of the Glendale Sub-Division,
located between South 12th and South
16th Streets, is published today. H. J.
Fenton is the owner and the developer.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will present a
"Back To School" Fashion Show on
August 5 at the Murray High School
auditorium.
20 Years Ago
J. Ottis Patton of Murray has been
appointed to the position of State
Supervisor with the Department of
Agriculture by Commissioner of
Agriculture Ben Butler.
Murray swept the State Legion
Baseball Tournament last night by
edging Lexington 17 to 16 in a second of
a two game series.
The Rotary Club of Murray was host
August 2 to the official visit of the
Governor of District 233 of Rotary
International, Dr. W. S. Snyder, Jr.,
physician and surgeon of Frankfort,
who spoke on the activities and goals of
the service club.
Mr..-and Mrs. Paul Pierce of Kirksey
Route Two announce the engagement of
their daughter, Carolyn Ruth, to Don
Edward Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Paschall of Murray Route Two.
Rev. M. M. Hampton will be the
evangelist at a revival meeting at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church August 5-
12.
HEARThiNE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose Is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies, but
you must include a stamped, self-
addressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I once received widow's
Black Lung benefits. The payments
stopped when I remarried. I am no
longer married. Can I collect my Social
Security Black - Lung benefits
again?—K. S.
Answer: Yes, entitlement is not
terminated when a widow remarries,
just the monthly benefits. In order to
reactivate your monthly benefits
contact your Social Security district
office and ask them to send in a request
to resume payments. You do not need to
file a new claim.
Heartline: Is a veteran eligible for
the car allowance if he has lost the use
of a limb ( service-connected), although
it is not rated 100 per cent for his
service-connected disabilities?—J. K.
L.
Answer: The veteran does not have to
be rated 100 'per cent in order to be
eligible for an automobile grant. If he
has lost the use of a limb which is
service-connected, -he -meets the
eligibility requirements.
Headline: I am 65 years old and a
diabetic. I have just gone on Medicare.
Does Medicare cover my insulin and
insulin needles?—F. I.
Answer: Insulin and insulin needles
are not covered services under the
Medicare program. For people not
understanding Medicare or for those
not knowing the covered services,
Heartline has developed Headline's
"Guide to Medicare." This book covers
the entire Medicare program in easy to
understand question and answer form.
The book is in large print and covers
many of the problem areas of Medicare
and also gives information as to how
Heartline can help you when you have a
problem with Medicare. To order send
$1.50 to Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare," 8514 N. Main Street,
Dayton, Ohio 45415. This book is
completely guaranteed and if you are
not satisfied you can return it for a full
refund. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
Heartline: Will Social Security ex-
pect my sons or daughters to support
me before giving me Supplemental
Security Income (SSI) benefits?—S. K.
F.
Answer: No. The Supplemental
security Income program does not hold
immediate relatives responsible for
support. It is possible, however, that
the living arrangements of an eligible
SSI beneficiary or any continuing
support given him by a relative may
effect his benefit level.
Bible Thought
For unto us • child is bore, epeeus a son is given: . . . Isaiah 94.
Out of His love, God has given usa living faith. God becomes a part
of us by giving His Son.
The Murray Ledger & - Tines
The Murray Ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
cloys. 4. Christmas Day New Year s
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc 103 hl 4th St Murray
, 42071
Second Class Postoge Paid at Murray.
Ky 4207
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In oreos served
by carriers. 52 25 per month. poyoble in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin. Moyffeld. Sedolio
and Formington. Ky . and Paris
Buchanan and Pursvor. Tenn.. $15.00
per year By moil to other destinations
530 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper-Publishers Association.
Even while we were
baking new Contour we were





We only Use natural preservatives
to keep Contour tastmg and smelling
fresh, right down to the last slice
25% fewer
calories.
Improved Contour has 25% fewer
calories than enriched bread
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
;Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A good word from the right
source may enable you to gain





t$4 .(Apr. 21 to May 21)
One at those days in which
your innate directness will not
entirely pay off. If you need a
favor, use a subtle and
imaginative approach.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Not a good day for trying to
push pet schemes; for taking
the initiative generally. Con-
centrate on routine activities.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
A good day for occupational
interests. Outlook especially
favorable if you will be dealing
with superiors.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
A day of surprises! Not only
will someone you've helped.in
the past return the favor, but an
added bonus "thrown in", will
delight you.
IRGO
Aug.A. 24 to Sept. 23) VtA-
Accent is on family
relationships now. In fact, a
parent or senior relative could




( Sept. 24 to Oct. 2.3(
2 f‘Q
You may encounter what
seems to be undue opposition.
Take whatever steps are
necessary to overcome it, but do
not mistake honest discussion
for hostility.
SCORPIO - ftt,
Oct 24 to Nov. 22) 7 m
A day for reflection. Give
careful thought to decisions you
must make soon. Outcomes
MISS YOUR PAPER?
holoscrieers who Imre dot
received tertir bere••
delivered copy of lb.
Iherney Lederer & Thom by
5:30 p.m. blondirr-fridry or
by 3:30 p.m. on Satorditys
ere urged to coil 753-1516
lietweee 5:30 p.m. MI 6
Aseederfridey, Sr
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m Satyr-
days, to bows doliyory ef
tee newspaper. Cans nest
H placed by 6 p.n. ...b-




FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 1I1
could be extremely important to
the future.
SAGITTARIUS „of/00
(Nov. 23 to D. 21) '•
A good period for branching
out into new fields if your
regular activities allow you the
time. Creative interests espe-
cially favored.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. MI11
Bonuses indicated from past
efforts. These should give you
new incentive, perhaps a wholly
new approach in certain areas.
Long-range plans favored.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19).44
Some intrigue likely in oc-
cupational circles. YOU remain
discreet and keep involvement
to a minimum.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) er
A new work assignment may
seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associates wul produce
useful ideas, guidance.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly gifted individual, with a
great love of "show." 
Crowds.pageantry, pomp and ce emony
thrill you — all the more if you
are an integral part of it all. You
always aspire, to be in the
spotlight and, fortunately, you
have the talents required to put
you there. You would make an
outstanding entertainer —
either dramatic or comedic —
and your gift for words could
lead to an eminent writing
career. Other fields for which
you have an affinity: the law,
medicine or chemistry — and
you could succeed in any of
them — but you could also excel
in business — in the areas of
salesmanship or promotion.
Birthdate of: Guy de
Maupassant, Fr. writer; Alex
Kinglake, Eng. historian;
Robert Taylor, film star; Neil
A. Armstrong, astronaut (first
man to walk on the moon).
SPANISH PAINTING
TOLEDO, Ohio ( AP) — A
major work by Spanish painter
Bartolme Esteban Murillo has
been acquired by the Toledo
Museum of Art.
Otto Wittmann, museum di-
rector, described the 6-by-.5 foot
"Adoration of the Magi" as
"the most impertant Spanish
painting to be acquired by the
Museum in almost two dec-
ades."
The painting is said to have
been painted around 1650 in
Seville. Murillo lived from 1618
to 1682, devoting most of his
time to working for Seville's
numerous churches and reli-
gious orders.
To have your best FLORIDA VACATION_
mail coupon to
WilicettOnViiiiiile, of Florida
P 0 Box 951, Clermont, Fla. 12711





City  Stale, Zip 
Big Family Villas for the price of a motel rum
Vacation Village is different. A rustic
resort of charming 4-room yil
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
in Orlando's sun country. Near
Disney World, Cypress Gardens,
Sea World, all the fun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard, sunning patio,









Stephens Proposes Computer To
Help Attorneys Prepare Cases
FRANKFORT, Xy. (AP) —
State Atty. Gen. Robert
Stephens is trying to get
Kentucky's Supreme Court
justices and state agency
lawyers interested in leasing a
computer that can help at-
torneys prepare cases.
Stephens believes the use of
computers for legal research
may be standard procedure in
the not-too-distant future. .
He was one of about 30
judges, lawyers and others
who watched a demonstration
of such a computer Monday in
the state Supreme Court
conference room.
Several state Supreme
Court justices were present,
as well as state public




Harry Heilesen, a vice
president of Mead Data
Central, Inc., of New York,
demonstrated the company's
Lexis computer.
A terminal was installed ,in
the conference room and
connected by telephone to a
computer in Dayton, Ohio.
The apparatus resembled a
typewriter keyboard with a
television set next to it.
A few lawyers in the group
of about 30 described cases
with wEIch to test the
machine.
Heilesen typed legal
descriptions of the cases and




Baby boy Martin ( mother,
Kathie), 625 Wilson Street,
Paris, Tn., baby girl Johnson
(Mother, Cynthia), Route One,
Almo, and baby girl Wolf
(mother, Linda), 1003 Soluiny
Robertson Road, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Robbie L. Barnett,
Route 6, Murray, Jerry D.
Chapman, Route 1, Almo,
Mrs. Sarah L. Nance, Route 6,
Box 349 Murray, Mrs. Martha
Ann Wallace, Route 1, Big
Rock, Tenn., Buford B. Hurt,
1300 Wells Blvd. Murray,
George L. Hans, 3344 Janell,
Louisville, Matthew Owens,
Coach Estates, Marray, Phil
Steven Hale, Route 3, Murray,
L. L. Yearry Route 5, Murray,
Anthony L. Wilson, 227
Riveria Cts., Murray, Ky.,
Mrs. Verona Ernestine Jones,
Route 1 Dexter, Mrs. Louise
Paschall, Route 1, Box 288
Farmington, David A.
Rushing, 1807 College Farm
Rd. Murray, Mrs. Eva Sue
Hendrix, 915 Dunlap St. Paris,
Tenn., - Met. - Margh-a- --D.
Garner, Route 2, Cadiz, Mrs.
Elaine E. Etherton, Box 342
Murray, Mrs. Mildred I.
Lofton, Route 5, Benton, Mrs.
Stella Pritchett, Dexter,
Liston B. Norsworthy, Route
1, Mayfield, Mrs. Pearl
Wilsman, Highland Farms,
Black Mountain, N. C., Mrs.
Ruby Lee Smith, Route 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Charles
Evitt, Box 41, Kirksey, Mrs.
Nellie Burkeen, Route 1,
Dexter, Lincoln Bradley,
Route 1, Hardin, Bernice F.
Bishop, New Concord, Mrs.
Clotille V. Wisehart, Rt. 1
Alma, Mrs, Thelma Gregp
(expired), Rt. 7 1,4 y,
Smile L. Hudspettikexpired),
507 So. 2nd. Murray.
STOCK f FIXTURE REMOVAL
Everything is reduced so much








2700 JACKSON ST 4421060 PADVCAN, ST 47001
OPUS,Ow. Owe lhors. 101. TOM Am mesa p.o.
•
 IDMen 10,10.... to 940 fo. 011.11011 Somerra • ,
cases were listed on the
screen.
He showed how, if a lawyer
wants to examine a particular
case, the entire court decision
in the case can be displayed on
the screen or printed on paper
for the lawyer to keep.
The computer's memory
contains the U.S. Legit; Code
and several state codes as well
as court decisions, which
lawyers use as precedents in
making their arguments.
The company leases the
electronic equipment for
about $500 a month and
charges an additional fee of
about $1 a minute for the time
the machine is used.
Mead has quoted a figure of
about $100,000 to enter 20
years of Kentucky court cases
In the computer memory. -
The state, however, would
be paid a royalty for use of the
material, which eventually
would _defray the cost of
putting it in the computer.
Also, private law firms, as
well as the state,—KiVe
expressed an interest in
purchasing the service.
Michael Shaikun, a Louisville
attorney, said five law firms
In Louisville are interested.
Chief Justice Scott Reed of
the state Supreme Court said
he found the demonstration
"very interesting."
Heilesen said the system is 
already in use by several state
'appeals courts, as well as, by
three U.S. Circuit courts of
•`" appeals, and lawyers at the
Internal Revenue Service and
the Federal Trade Com-
mission. He said there are
"several hundred users in
all."
Stephens said he would
write letters to those who
attended the demonstration
and ask if their agencies
would make use of such a
computer.
If so, he said, "We'll do an
analysis of the costs and see if
we can find a way to get the
funds."
He said his own office would
device. 
.ext, en. sive use of the
"I think it's an "excellent
system," he said. "In fact, I'd
say that within a very few
years it would be effectively
impossible to practice law
without it.
"So much of legal research
ij just sitting and burning the
Midnight oil. That takes up so
much of each lawyer's time
that this would make every
lawyer more efficient," hes id
Public Defender Farley said
his office, too, would be in-
terested in participating in









Hurry! Sale ends soon!
Clip the coupon and
get in on the kind of fla-
vor the world loves
best— Nescafe Instant
Ccffee. Enjoy the largest-
selling brand of instant
coffees either way —
Regular Nescafe or
Nescafe" Decaffeinated.
97% caffein free'. Either
way. you'll save.
Present this coupon to your grocer
SAVE 504
ON ANY SIZE JAR OF NESCAFE' INSTANT
°HEE, REGULAR OR DECAFFEINATED,
The OtAt.E.• ....444.44./.4.4 te.0•44
St. 1 -r A
V4AO(fllISr.t ,,l;. 
[twit iserlerer-rq. Verrr-Ir .40,10A.
IC Cr., mow, !.,I*0 1.0,, II, tcerst.
.14.4404 's "I er 11 !he rr.‘"
4,4• Iry .444.441,
real.ftern. havt, 44,44. toy,. et 44.44
h. i:teat 4144.41414 ..14•
_POSS1111 to oust tActstoort oe OAKTtlf NESTLE COOWANY, 15C. P.O. 1105 I100. UM car!.2/O50. 01 111 0000 000.T Iii it S.A.
00Itf ONE COUPON NIA, BE 111011411f0 PIO UNIT OfI PO/OCIAAS10.11000 01041 061 NISCAff /74ISTAPPToat aerr 011415 StSf CONSTITU110,11tAll0 •
T/415 COUPON MUST BE REDEEMED ON OR.. 
BEFORE SEPTEMBER JO.- 1,78.
STORE COUPON
10






will be selling Greeting
Cards and
rniscellaenous items in
front of Murray One
































CAN T sOu GET
THROVEH LAX& HEAD THAT
MARCTE DOESN'T WANT
ANs'TNiN6 TO DO LOTH UOU
411Mti
•










LOHAP HIM 14)1TH A
WAFFLE, SIR-HE'S











Did you oat your















Throe bedroom brick home
priced • mid Ws (94,000
assumable VA Poie% Irma)
Iles 1 Yi hefts, central Mont
and a (rde unit 2 1•61101$
full worried!), Sr Me,
lief', room c•mpletely
redecorated incimiked
,_lating. tarps kitchei, eat,
new, ewe war perepa, Also"'
few sale beartiful residentiol
Mt le Riverweed Stiadvielea.
',Hood to move. Mime /U-
MW or 434-7157 eider I PM
weekdays or ellso is
viwrimads.
Non
Aeorounuutiv 12.910 sa ft.
of rental space available at
hal and eopau Streets.
Western Dark Tobacco
Packing Corp , Murray,
Ky., Phone 7534342
..Wollpope_eins „QUI





100 AMP Trailer pole.
$65.00. Call 436-4846.





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
3 C Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Harry
P. Key would like to
express our gratitude to




and flowers during the
death of our loved one.
We would especially like
to thank Max Morris,
Coroner: The Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
and staff for their
reverence, sincerity and
the expertise service
•• they rendered to us:
Reg. Charles Yancy,
Rev. Johnny Marine,
Mrs. Jere Marine, Mr.
Dan Marine, and Mrs.
Clarice Norsworthy,
who were instrumental
in the sermons f and
music services: to the
Farmington Masonic
Lodge No. 382 F&A.M.;
Fulton Commandery
No. 34; Murray Chapter
No. 92: Royal Arch
Masons: Murray
tri. Auld-Council No. 50; Royal &Select Masters 
Rizpah: Shrine Temple-'
of Madisonville: Mr.
Hollie Alderice and all




Special thanks to our
faithful friends and
neighbors, especially
those of the Kirksey
United Methodist
Church: Bro. Tom
Powell and Spring Creek.
Baptist Church. God's
love was bountiful
during our time of
sorrow. May God bless
you for you help in
lessening our burden.
Sincerely, Mrs. Jessie B.
Key, Mrs. Judy Cun-
ningham & Family,
Jerry L Key & Family




problems I find it
necessary to quit my
Watkins business and
dispose of all rny stock.
Most of my Watkins
products are reduced to
cost and some items
below cost price for
quick sale. Thanks to all
of you who have
patronized me in the
past.It has been my
privilege to have served




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
JENNY LIND baby bed
and mattress, $30. Also














-  TAKE OFF,„
5. Cost And Found
LOST BACKUSBURG
area - Walker female
Coon Hound, July 23,
















ExthodommizibtPlom CLASSIFIED ADSwyza,5. Lost And FoundLOST - MARLIN 30-30
SN7 2 1 6 2 0 6. $ 5 0.0 0
reward. Call 474-2276.




babysit in my home,




$45.00 per week. Call 767-
4787.





Ackerson at the job site
at 9:00 a. m., August 2,
1976. Joe M. Rodgers
and Associates, P. o.
Box 17387, Nashville,
Tenn. 37217. Call 605-361-
4400.
OPERATIONS manager,




Murray would like to
find a second mother or
`-granclniathac-for 
For further information.
Call 753-4365 between 8




Only 4-10 hours weekly
with complete company
training & location set-
up. Investment of $600-


















I am looking for
women who are in-
terested in earning
$200.00 a month or
more part time. Call
753-8970 between 2 p.
m. and 4 p. m. for in-
terview appointment.
14. Want To Buy
FEATHERBEDS WANT-
ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky













ANO 0E5CEI47 Cei TKE SLEEPING







ASKED FOR A 5100/000, 000  
FUND-FR ONE CITIZEN!!






/970 VAN OR truck. Cal/
753-7975. 1973 or 1874
Camaro or Firebird.
Local Car.
b. 'iirtiiies For Sate
CARPETS a fright? Make
them a beautiful' sight
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.









and Service, 500 Maple






MACHINE zig zag and
all regular attachments,
fully guaranteed, full
cash price. $29.50. Write
or call Martha Hopper,
























prong walking cane, bed




desk with brass fittings,
and also a rocker with















21/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from.. can -753-
4566. We deliver.
19. Form Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. 'plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463._
640 FORD COMBINE for
sale or trade. 15' remote
header used 4 years,
approximately 800





and chair. $65. Call 753-
4053 after 5 p.
PHILCO 30 in. white
electric stove. $95. Call
753-6153. .
USED VINYL couch and








case, desk, vanity table.
Motorola Black and
White portable T.V.




room suite, 2 bedroom
suites, me is bunk beds,
dining room table and
extra chairs. Call after 5
p. m. 753-3932.
961 DIESEL Ford tractor








BMA6, 3 speed, 27" like.










50-60 Lb. ALLEN com-
pound bow, 1 doz. XX75
arrows with vanes,
quiver and bow sight,
$100. Also 3" magnum
barrel for Remington
1100, $35. Call 7534255
after 5.
15' JET BOAT, $995, with
trailer, $1095. 5 h. p.
outboard motor, 835.
Wood canoe, $60. Call
436-5570. _
17' ALUMA CRAFT with
70 h. p. Mercury engine.










organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan.,_ Lonardo
Piano Company, across
froin Post Office, Paris,
tennessee. Also The










take at big savings on
low payment balance.



















i' Kelley's Terrt1ite& Pest Control










732 Irvin Cobb Road.
_Phone 436-5894.
--SNAPPER MOWER, 5
h.p. 26" cut, excellent
condition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-2958
1961 TR3 Triumph sports
car and all extra parts,
$450. Antique slate
bottom pool table, $200.
Call 436-5570.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.














BOYS 24" 10 speed, needs
minor repair, $20. Baby
basinet, potty chair,
stand hair dryer, $5.00
each. Call 753-0974.
KOHLER POWER plant -




diesel fuel tanks Call
753-8560
ELECTRIC STOVE, $35
Trailer size washer and
dryer, $175. Honda 350
CBG, 19721/ with extras,
$600 Call 753-7890.
8 H. P. HUFFY riding
mower. 32- cut. 73
model. $200. Call 43E-
5697 or 436-5631.
26. TV Radio
ONE CB radio with an-
tenna New condition:
Must sell. Call 753-5110
or after 5753-3226.
NEW CB radios, base and
mobile. School bus
seats. Call Al Hoffman,
Dexter, Ky. 437-4292.




. 1971 12 x 64 Four
bedroom, 11/2 bath.
partially furnished.
Three ton central air,
underpinned, tie downs.




Call 474-2715 or 474-2375.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.






condition, 110 volt, 6,000
BTU, $75. Call 753-1518.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home.
$50 deposit. $125 month.
Water, garbage pickup
and lawn mower fur-
nished. Call 753-2377.
12x541 HOUSE trailer in
Stella Trailer Park. Call
753-2493 after 4 o'clock.
1970 65' x 12' mobile home
about 21/2 miles east of
Almo. Euin Bizzell, 753-
4418.
TWO HOUSE
TRAILERS, one 54 x 10,
one 60 x 12, air con-
ditioned. Both on
waterfront lots. $60.00
per month. Cali 436-2427.
12 WIDE 1972 mobile
home. Three bedroom, 2
baths. Call 414-2228.
30. Business Rentals
307 NORTH 4th, building
20 x 60. Central air and
heat. Call 753-5881.
31. Want To Rent
UNFURNISHED TWO










lake cottage by Sep-
tember 1st. Call 753-2580
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

















MENT for rent. All
utilities paid. Can be






33 Rooms For Rent
FOR BOYS with kitchen
facilities. Call 436-5479.

















room, kitchen, all carpet
and furnished $65 a











Call 753-2335 before 3
36 Foi Rent Or Lease
PASTURE FOR RENT,
121 Highway. Call for
details, 753-6761.
36. For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASC DUPLEX
apartment, 2 bedroom,
central heat and air,
carpeted. Couples only.
Call 753-8067.




34 JERSEY cows, milk
tank and pipeline Call
753-6968 or 753-0786.




Three years old, will sell
cheap to good home.
Call 436-2516. -






marked, 4 males and
one female. Call 753-
8414.
HIDDEN VALLEY
Kennels offers for sale, 3
month old male Great
Dane, cropped and
shots. $150. Grooming





male, 5 months old. Call
435-4203.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also vgry




rune beans. Phone 43E-
2139.
TOMATOES pick you
own. $3.00 bushel, $1.5
Ls bushel. C&A Farms
Poor Farm Road. Brin
your own container!




Fine Wrier irrigated Rod
Skier and Ebert, Peeckos.
Itoil Sties or reedy new.
(lberle' win begin Saturday
August 7. Pick yew own I
4.00 per basket
Phone 898.2247
rws. lot 3/4 wig sir? of
51* Teasessee River leraige
at McCeNrom Leas ea U. S.
60.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE - come
Kirksey and follow sigs











3rd house on left, folio
signs.
THREE PARTY Vat
Sale, Friday August 6,
5. Saturday August 7,
12. Handcrafts, plant
odds and ends, junk. II
case of rain will be heti






odds and ends, Saturdz
August 7, 9 a. in. to 4
m. 706 Meadow Lane.
NEIGHBORHOOD Yin
Sale, Friday ar





of rain held rollout-
weekend.
ANTIQUE SAL)
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41.Public Sales









August 5, 6, and 7. 8 a.
m. in Stella. Red brick
house in front of Stella
Trailer Park. 1972 • 450












heat. Two car garage.
Zoned B 3 Close to
downtown priced under
$20,000.
Five acres with two
bedroom frame home
within city limits.




Priced at $25,000. John






REALTY, 711 Mian. We
have recently sold six
farms in Calloway
Couipty and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill
Kooperud, 753-1222. Also
if you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a











all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate it.





with all the features of
gracious living plus
many extras. Three
bedroom, 2 42,bajh brick
includes electric garage
door opener, large welk-
in closets, bteakfast
nook, fireplace with gas
starter, formal dining
room and economical
ceritral gas heat. A
quality constructed
home on -approximately
1/2 acre lat.. For MOM
information call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
JUST LISTED 9 room
Early American, 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
on lovely tree shaded





tles. Two car garage.
Priced in rind 30's.
Phone Kooperud Realty,
753-1222, at 711 Main
Street for all your Real
Estate Needs.
340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
with a small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to




is still in progress
Owners Billy Brandon Jerry key
..Xitig PS 4:1)e "
the Store For Met
Auction Sale
Saturday, August 7,10:00 a.m.
About 6 miles West of Paris, Teen. Jost off
--7-Dresden Highway: -
Tractor and farming equipment and red belly
Ford tractor, two row Birch planter, two row
Ford cultivator, 3-12' flat bottom Ford plow, 10'
pickup disc, 5' Woods bush hog like new, 6 block
New Section harrow, rotor hoe, two wheel
trailer, chain saw, two bicycles, 17' upright
freezer, Sears automatic washer, small air com-
pressor, electric fencer, about 20 sheets roofing
tin, riding mower, power push mower, split post
cedar and locust, lumber, wrought iron post, rab-
bit cage and rabbit, roll of barbed wire, half a
roll of reinforcement wire, 5 gallon water cooler,
four G78 mud griptires, lots more items.






For all complete full size cars delivered
to ...










Across from Post Office.
45 Farms For Sale
379 4C115-220  
tilleblo, 110 sues tomcod,
tobacco hers, 14 ri 64 tool
bora, 2shell, stock pose,
Rawl, toirecco bases (6
Dares dark fired a 1.3 acres
sir cored), 110,000
ostinietvil timber, sic. 3
beili.no hum,rimcli-styis
oarpot II, hardwood fliers, 2
1I or progo, well, atie
both Sol City. $171,001of
- A molly pre/waive form
„p_trort'll pay for itself is 




46 Homes For Sale
%BY
Owner
Five miles ,East of
Hazel. 65 acres all
teidable, '2 pends




Pole barn, tool shed








"GOOD NEW5. CARTER GROWING OVER-
aDNCIDENT, HE'S STOPPED GRINNING
AND STARTED LA06441K16 OUT 101.)D.1,
46. Homes For Sale







garage. $37,900. Call 753-
4191.
47.Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350. 753-7980,
good condition.
1975 HONDA 400 F Super
Sport. 3300 miles. Call
7534445 after 5..
1975 HARLEY DAVID-
- SON EXE. Call 4744893
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,.
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and IN baths. Central








nished, on city water
and near Country Store.




dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and












residence, a split level,
ideal income, exclusive
area. Call 753-0940.
HOUSE AND 5% acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees.; 2 small
outbuildings, garden
spot, on over 1 acre. Two
miles South of Bel Air
Shopping Center on 641.
Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER - Extra nice





bedroom, 2 bath home'
near high school. Cell
75:1-6496
1972lkONDA CB 350. 3,000
miles, $65017: 1973 Honda,
CB 500, with 3,000 miles.
$1050. Call 753-6000.
YAMAHA 500 extra nice,
low mileage. Perfect
condition, price for fa
sale. Call 753-3590 after 5
or 753-1586 before 5.
1971 480 CC Husqvarna
motorcycle with new -
tires, $395. 1974 mini
bike sharp, $135. Call
436-5570.
250 YZ YAMAHA. Real
Good condition. Best
offer. Call 753-5562 after
7 p. m.
1973 125 CZ Motocross














$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E78x14",
$18.25 plug $2.27 FE Tax.
F78x1-4-", $19.95 -plus-
$2.39 FE Tax. G78114"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. H78x15", $21.99








$2.69 FE Tax. GR78x14"
or 15", $37.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. _ HR78x15",




Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60x14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
1.60x14" or 15", $30.46
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Fliway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. 700x15" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply $31.23 plus
$3.59 FE Tax. Tractor
type 4 ply G78x15",
$21.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
or H78x15", $22.58 plus
$2.80 FE Tax. 700x15" 6
ply, $2827 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 750x16" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn
49. Used Cars & Trucks





;3775. Call 4744842 after
5 p.m.
1972 MG MIDGET. New
.top, and clutch.
Excellent condition. Call




1972 PINTO Runabout, 1
owner car,-automatic,
sun roof, white and lime
green. Call 753-2967.
1971 CHEVY Pickup with
307 V-8 motor, straight
shift, good gas mileage.





, BEETLE. One owner.
.14‘ew tires. Rebuilt
erig4ie. Clean. Call 489-
2195.'
,19'70 FORD TRUCK F-600.
64,000 actual*es, one
Owner, new tires, and
battery A real good
truck. A-1 condition:
Hale Lock Shop, call 753--
5980.
1953 CHEVROLET




steering. Runs good. EXPERIENCED
Good second car. $200- babysitter wanting to
- 




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1969 CAMPER trailer. 13
ft. Shasta. Sleeps 4. Call
489-2360.
ENJOY SUMMER - Fall
camping.- In like new 16
ft. Travel Trailer, sleeps




DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfllling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
K1RBEY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free








Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
• Taylor at 753-2310 for
•-„ free estimates of your
Reeds.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling








door hardtop, all white,
double power, air,
cruise, new set radial




and brakes, tilt and
telescopic wheel, cruise
control, power seats and
windows, climate
control. $350. Call 753-
4589.







extra good. 1970 Ford
XL coupe, like new. Call
436-2427.




1962 CHEV. CHURCH bus
with 66 engine and 2
speed axle. WM accept
bid over $500 through











dition. Call 753-2266 or
753-0033.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For










and roofs sealed. Call




113 S. 4th Woo
Atorrey










Whoa yee mod streplios,
eroppirt stirvice cell es.
Clooroieg is whet re ham"
host. We have deem dimmers
owl ober cl000li ereirmeet
for met, er if yeo prefer on







Call 753-4124, South 4th






vice. No job too small,




•HOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*PRESCRIPTIONS
- -pleunbilli jobs done?








753-5429 after 4 p.m.
s
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour





work needs call John






FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 7532310 for free






struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.










FREE - Part-irtsb setter. -
Male Very docile and: ,




dogs. • One is a male:
part-beagle, with spots;
around his eyes that-
from a little banditoi
mask. The other is Av.
female, part-English





puppies, part Hound and
German Shephard. Call
436-2173.
TWO KITTENS 6 weeks
old. Call 753-7511 after 4
p.m.
Auction Sale Every Friday Night 641 Auction
House Paris, Tenn. this week we have washer
and dryer, stove and refrigerator, dinette suite,
fireplace set, oak dresser, oak glass door safe,
°id hook cheese cutter, oak drink icebox, librafy --
table with claw and ball feet, wain* library
table, doll trunk, meat block, dough tray, big
brass candle holder, brass almer set, swords,
bicycles, T, V., Duncan Phyfe dining table and
chairs, pottery, glass, dishes and lots more.
Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer




















will haul all types of
rock, white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, ,call after 4







WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and










Invites you to join the ever expanding ranks of
freelance press agents and photographers. Your
membership entitles you to our PRESTIGIOUS
PRESS CARD which, admits you, free and of-
ficially to all sporting events, exhibitions.
cinemas, theatres etc., whilst carrying out
assignments of YOUR CHOICE on our behalf.
Your published materials will receive very
generous fees. Annual membership is still only
If S. $15. Send cheques/Money Orders to
UNIVERSAL READER SERVICES
(International Publishers' Represen-
tatives), 144a Brompton Road, London







$344.00 up. floors& rosily to its. MO1Piall Ammo odil-oes, (reties,
carports, offices. toy the lost for toss. 0.1570141-1Offa
TAIL( 11111.194GS 753-09114.
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
Friday August 6,1 p.m. rain or shine, 504 Whit- •".
nell Ave., 2 blocks west of Murray Plaza Motel,
Mr. B. W. Edmonds retired from Department of
Agriculture and other. Agents of-'-'
Government and Mrs. Edmonds have sold their
home and will sell house full of like new fur-
niture. Two nice poster bedroom suites, living
room, large drop leaf mahogaify finished dining
-table, 4 rose back chairs 'and matching rocker,
inapl,e drop-leaf table and four chairs. Knee hole
type desk, rereker and straight chair, beautiful
mantle mirror, 31/2 x 61/2 ft. plate glass with
beveled edges, 1"2 year old 15' refrigerator and
electric stove, Frigidaire, Maytag washer, nice
oval rugs, pole and other lamps, electric heater,
hedge trimmer, drill and grinder, ladder and
yard chairs. 20 gauge double barrell harrunerless
Harvey Johnson Shotgun, old hat rack, cooking
utensils, miscellaneous tableware, and -many





Fall and Winter Vocations
RIDE BROOKS BUS LINE, INC
DELUXE MOTOR COACHES
EACH TOUR PERSONALLY CONDUCTED
BY MRS. HELEN MILLER, OWNER - PEN-
NYRILE '1X14./RS. Price of tours include tran-
sportation and lodging if applicable.
Sept. 25. 1976 OPRYLAND USA, price includes tran-
sportation and one day tour admission $16.1111
Oct 1-3 &WERNER() OF THE HILLS COUNTRY -
$WIM. Bronson. Missouri visit silver Dollar City
Scenic drive through Arkansas and Tennessee
00 8 10 COVERED BRIDGE FESTIVAL MEW. Par ti
County Indiana One of the most fun filled tours
°yolk:It:0e
Oct 15-17 LAND OF LINCOLN $40.00. Springfield
visW f;:tok Ridge Cemetery New Salem Spoor;
River Volley. Gorden of Gods then across the river in
to Kentucky
Oct 22-24 GREAT SMOKEY MOUNTAIN TOUR •
$.75.11. Visit Gattinburg when the trees are in their fall
colors Cherokee N C Tour. Cristus Gardens
Nov 28 - SANTA CLAUSE. INDIANA. one day tour
Adults $15.110, Child under 12 $7.$1
Dec 11 CHEEKWOOD MANSION to see Christmas
trees Belle Air Mansion, Rivergahe one day tour -
$1210.
Dec 26-Jon 2 • FLORIDA CIRCLE, -Give yourself a
Christmas present AtIonto-Gchnesvills-Tompo Busch
Gardens Cypress Gardens Lake Wales. Orlando
Dosnrry World. Daytona !leach. Morinelond, sr
Augustine Jacksonville, White Springs return home
through Georgia ond irrririossoe $725.110. Lost night we
have dinner in the tomouit Chattanooga Choo Chao
Dining Room
For complete description of tours, coil or write:
Rath Illowkwood, Tow Representative, 203 South
IA St., Merrily, Ky. 42071 - 733-3934 or 753,
2127.

































NO. 36 SIZE 
JUICY*SUNKIST
Lemons















Prices Good thru Tuesday, AUGUST 10, 1976 Quantity Rights Reserved.
U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS

















  LB. I
$ 1 6 8




GE1 12 OZ. FREE WITH



































































BEANS, NAVY BEANS &
CHILI HOT BEANS
YCIUOIICES 4/-89'NO. 300 CAN ,
48 CL




DELMONTE • 16 OZ.















It's exciting. . . it\
It's fundasoli,
FREE
CASH
FREE
CASH
LAST WEEK
NORTHSIDE
No Winner
SOUTHSIDE
No Winner
.
